The Faculty and Staff of The University of Alabama extend a warm welcome to the family, friends and visitors of this graduating class.
This program is not an official graduation list. This printed program lists students who held the status of degree candidates during the term and may, pending the outcome of final examinations and final grades, become graduates. Therefore, it should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status. The University’s official registry for conferral of degrees is the student’s permanent academic record kept by the Office of the University Registrar, 206 Student Services Center, Box 870134, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487.
**Seating Locations**

9:00 a.m.

**Left:**
- College of Human Environmental Sciences
- College of Education

**Center:**
- Doctors of Education
- Doctors of Musical Arts
- Doctors of Nursing Practice
- Doctors of Philosophy
- Educational Specialists
- Masters
- College of Nursing

**Right:**
- College of Arts & Sciences

1:30 p.m.

**Left:**
- School of Social Work
- College of Engineering

**Center:**
- Doctors of Philosophy
- Juris Doctor
- Master of Law
- Masters
- College of Communication & Information Sciences

**Right:**
- College of Commerce & Business Administration

Accessible Seating is on the main concourse level. A ticket is not required. One person may accompany the individual in the accessible seating.

*All seating locations are approximate. Overflow seating will be available if needed.*
Dr. Forrest Scogin has been an exemplary faculty member in the psychology department for 32 years. He earned his doctorate in clinical psychology at Washington University in 1983, took a 1-year postdoctoral position at University of Arizona Health Sciences Center, and then joined the psychology faculty at UA in 1984. He is a highly esteemed researcher in clinical geropsychology, a highly effective teacher of both graduate and undergraduate courses, and a highly meaningful mentor of doctoral students. He has published 115 articles, 28 book chapters, and three books. His course in Psychology of Aging fills every semester and students rave about this course. Dr. Scogin is also a dedicated trainer of clinical psychology doctoral students – he has taught basic therapy skills as well as specialized therapy skills for treating older adults. He offers memory assessment clinics for older adults in the community from time to time. Dr. Scogin has made a significant impact on his field over the course of his career, and has been recognized many times with awards. These include the American Psychological Association’s Award for the Advancement of Psychology and Aging (2016), the M. Powell Lawton Distinguished Contribution for Clinical Geropsychology Award (2008 and 2014), the John Santos Distinguished Program Development in Clinical Gerontology Award (2013), and the Clinical Mentorship Award of the Society of Clinical Geropsychology (2011).
ORDER OF CEREMONY

Procssional* .............................................................. Pomp & Circumstance: March No. 1; Edward Elgar

Platform Party Processional ........................................ Olympic Fanfare and Theme; James Curnow

Faculty Processional .................................................. Donna Meester, Faculty Senate President
                                                        Liberty Fanfare; John W. Williams

Presentation of Colors* .............................................. Army ROTC Honor Guard

The National Anthem* ................................................. Andrew Livingston
                                                        Music Performance, College of Arts and Sciences

The Invocation .......................................................... Gorman Houston; Campus Ministries

Welcome ........................................................................ Stuart R. Bell, President; The University of Alabama

Conferring of Degrees ................................................ Stuart R. Bell

National Alumni Association Greeting ........................ Alex Smith, President

The Alma Mater* ...................................................... Andrew Livingston

The Recessional* ....................................................... The Olympic Spirit; John W. Williams

*All who are able are asked to stand at the direction of the president.
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Commencement Ceremony Decorum and Courtesy

The University of Alabama Commencement is a ceremony marked by both joy and dignity. The actual conferring of degrees signifies long, hard work on the part of everyone involved: students, faculty, administrators, parents and spouses. In keeping with the serious nature of the ceremony, students and guests are expected to maintain a measure of decorum equal to the occasion.

The University community requests that audience participation be of respectful celebration honoring the commitment to learning and the fulfillment of dreams shared by all degree candidates that today walk across the stage. This element of respectful celebration also extends to the parents, guardians and spouses whose labor and support brings pride to the fulfillment of these dreams, and to the family members aspiring to one day have their moment of “walking across the stage.”

About the Ceremony

The processional signifies the beginning of the commencement ceremony. The commencement marshal presides over the academic procession; leads the platform party to the stage; and signifies the closing of the ceremony by leading the platform party from the stage. As the processional music begins, the procession led by the candidates, then the platform party, will enter the arena floor and go to their designated seating. The audience should rise once the processional music has begun and remain until the welcome.

The caps and gowns worn by graduates, faculty and platform party are based on the academic costumes used in universities of the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, particularly at Oxford and Cambridge. These academic costumes, sometimes referred to as academic regalia, are based on the early European universities’ costumes, and these have been used in the United States since colonial times. In 1895, American universities responded to a growing problem of varying academic costumes by creating an Intercollegiate Code to establish standardized academic costumes. Black is the most common color of academic gowns.
In the fall of 1999, a new doctoral gown was authorized for all University of Alabama students earning a doctorate degree. Designed to distinguish University of Alabama doctoral degree graduates, this new doctoral gown was introduced for the 21st century. The new doctoral gowns were worn for the first time at the May 2000 ceremony.

The doctoral gown includes two crimson University of Alabama seals on the front panel of the gown, while the traditional doctoral bars are piped with crimson. The new doctoral gowns place The University of Alabama among a select group of universities who have their own doctoral gowns including Harvard, Yale, Stanford and Princeton.

The members of The University of Alabama Board of Trustees wear black gowns trimmed in crimson velvet. The commencement marshal wears a charcoal gray gown trimmed in crimson velvet. Graduates may be identified by the color of the tassel on the black mortar board which signifies the school, or if they are receiving an advanced degree, the color of the band on the hood, which signifies the field of study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Musical Arts</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Nursing Practice</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juris Doctor</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce and Business Administration</td>
<td>Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Maroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
<td>Lemon Yellow/Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The University of Alabama awards degrees with honors to undergraduate students in all schools and colleges who throughout their academic careers consistently achieved meritorious scholastic standing. These designations are summa cum laude, magna cum laude and cum laude. Summa cum laude is the highest academic distinction awarded. Degree candidates with honors wear stoles in the traditional colors of their school or college. Silver cords indicate participation in the University Honors Program. Royal blue and gold cords indicate participation in the International Honors Program. Computer Based Honors is represented by the purple honor cord.

At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will rise for the singing of the “Alma Mater” and the recessional. The words to the “Alma Mater” are printed on the inside back page of the program. The recessional is led by the platform party, followed by the faculty and the candidates. Candidates should meet their family members and guests at predetermined designated areas outside the coliseum.

The University of Alabama conditionally confers degrees upon all candidates for the degrees of educational specialists through undergraduate. Candidates for doctor of education, doctor of musical arts, doctor of nursing practice and doctor of philosophy degrees are actual degree recipients and will receive their diploma at the ceremony. Diplomas for all other candidates who successfully meet degree requirements will be mailed to their permanent address of record upon the completion of final grade submission and degree verification, approximately one month after the ceremony. Honors designations are calculated on previous semesters grade point average. The honor announced, depending upon calculation of final grade point average, may change or in some cases the degree candidate may not actually graduate with an honor designation. Undergraduate degree candidates wearing the crimson mortar board have achieved a perfect 4.0 grade point average for all of their University of Alabama course work.

**Photographs and Dvds**

Photographs of graduates are available through professional groups who have contracted with the University to provide these services. Color, on-stage photographs with the President and individual portraits photographed off stage are available from ZAP Professional Photography, P.O. Box 2686, Tuscaloosa, AL 35403, (205) 345-2686. Graduates will be sent proofs for ordering the week after graduation. To be notified when proofs are available for ordering online, scan the QR code or visit [http://gradphotonetwork.com/track/e.aspx?1802500-73504-FA72F49B06](http://gradphotonetwork.com/track/e.aspx?1802500-73504-FA72F49B06).

The University of Alabama has partnered with GradMemory to provide a professional video of the Commencement ceremonies. This DVD contains the complete graduation ceremony. The DVD package can be personalized with the graduate's name and a picture of choice. To order, visit [www.gradmemory.com](http://www.gradmemory.com). For questions, email support@gradmemory.com.
DOCTORS OF EDUCATION

Kevin Tyler Ammons - Enterprise, AL
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation: The Establishment of Enterprise State Community College: The First Twenty-Five Years (1965-1990)
Dissertation Director: Dr. Wayne J. Urban

Denise Prewitt Arrington - Northport, AL
Educational Administration
Dissertation: The Effects of the Instructional Partnership Program on Teacher Academic Optimism and Collaboration in Elementary Schools in North Central Alabama.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Roxanne M. Mitchell

Lois Evans Dorough - Duncanville, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Retention of Knowledge and Application of Poisoned Patient Management Using 3-D Virtual Poison Center.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Susan J. Appel

Julie Savage Jones - Tuscaloosa, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: The Lived Experience of Transition to Practice for the New Graduate Licensed Practical Nurse Working in Long Term Care.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Aaron M. Kuntz

Amelia Sisco Lanz - Madison, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Communicating Patient Status: A Comparison of Teaching Strategies in Pre-Licensure Nursing Education.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Felecia G. Wood

Michelle Dean Moore - Gadsden, AL
Educational Administration
Dissertation: Revocation or Suspension of Teaching Certificates.
Dissertation Director: Dr. David L. Dagley

Bobby Jean Musgrove - Axson, GA
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: The Effect of Virtual Patient Simulations on Student Learning Outcomes in an Associate of Science Medical-Surgical Nursing Course.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Margaret L. Rice

Clara Rebecca Owings - Tuscaloosa, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Evaluation of a Community-Based Nurse Residency Program.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Susan W. Gaskins and Dr. Stephen Tomlinson

John Michael Rosier - Jacksonville, AL
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation: Predicting Student Departure: Academic Integration and Other Factors That Predict Departure Among Nontraditional Students at a Commuter University.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Nathaniel J. Bray

Melissa J. Shields - Hokes Bluff, AL
Educational Administration Secondary School
Dissertation Director: Dr. David L. Dagley

Peter Michael Tofani - Helena, AL
Higher Education Administration
Dissertation: Admission Factors Used to Determine Entry into a Nursing Program Based on Student Success Indicators at a Public University.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Nathaniel J. Bray
DOCTORS OF NURSING PRACTICE

Cathy Griffitts Clark - Lansing, NC
Project: Older Adults with Onset of Delirium in a Rural, Acute Care Setting: A Retrospective Chart Review.
Project Director: Dr. Norma G. Cuellar

Betty A. Corona - Schertz, TX
Project Director: Dr. JoAnn S. Oliver

Titus Edward Gambrell - Athens, GA
Project Director: Dr. Justin R. White

Hyacinth Elaine Grey - Miramar, FL
Project: Strategies for Utilizing Evidence-Based Guidelines: Foot Care for Patients Living with Diabetes.
Project Director: Dr. Susan J. Appel

Margaret Ann Herzberg - North Bellmore, NY
Project: Building Patient-Provider Interpersonal Relations: Challenges to Health Care Communication with Deafblind Patients.
Project Director: Dr. Karen H. McCarty

Mary Johnson Lanctot - Saint Petersburg, FL
Project: Exploring Advanced Practice Nurse Job Satisfaction in a Restricted Authority State.
Project Director: Dr. Ernesto C. Perez

Dianne Sue Lavin - San Antonio, TX
Project: A Retrospective Chart Review of Behavioral Health Appointment Attendance in an Integrated Care Behavioral Health and Federally Qualified Health Center.
Project Director: Dr. Justin R. White

Nancy K. May - South Lyon, MI
Project: The LACE Tool: Implementation of the LACE Index Tool.
Project Director: Dr. Marietta P. Stanton

Lisa Michelle Mazzaferro - Ellenton, FL
Project: Screening Brief Intervention: Use of an Audit and Feedback Tool to Improve Screening for Unhealthy Alcohol Use.
Project Director: Dr. Barbara A. Graves

Naomi Wairimu Muhia - Acworth, GA
Project: Impact of Demographics in Accelerated Diagnostic Protocol for Outpatient Cardiac Stress Test Compliance.
Project Director: Dr. Justin R. White

Anna Castaneda Tabet - San Antonio, TX
Project: Exploring Anxiety Levels and Recidivism Rates of Patients with a Primary Diagnosis of Alcohol Dependence and Withdrawal.
Project Director: Dr. JoAnn S. Oliver

Johnny Robert Tice - Tuscaloosa, AL
Project Director: Dr. Leslie G. Cole

Victoria O. Titus - Bowie, MD
Project: How Does the Use of CPAP Machine Affect Uncontrolled Hypertension Readings Among Adults at a Primary Care Clinic?
Project Director: Dr. Marietta P. Stanton

DOCTORS OF PHILOSOPHY

John Milton Adams - Tuscaloosa, AL
Psychology
Dissertation: The Self-Presentation Profile of Grandiose Narcissism.
Dissertation Director: Dr. William P. Hart

Abdulmalik A. Ahmed - Dire Dawa, Ethiopia
Interdisciplinary
Dissertation: The Relevancy of Harari Values in Self Regulation and as a Mechanism of Behavioral Control: Historical Aspects.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Norman J. Singer
Jaime L. Anderson - Union, KY
Psychology
Dissertation: Evaluating the Assessment and Clinical Application of the DSM-5 Section III Personality Disorder Model.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Randall T. Salekin and Dr. Martin O. Sellbom

Lisa Anne Nicole Beck - Richmond, VA
Psychology
Dissertation: A Mixed-Methods Approach to Developing a Measure of Attitudes toward the LGBTQIA+ Community.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Rebecca S. Allen

David Robert Brewer - Northport, AL
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation: Stakeholders, Organizational Identity, and Organizational Image in College and University Mission Statements.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Rebecca S. Allen

Thomas Scott Burton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Materials Science
Dissertation Director: Dr. Gregory B. Thompson

Joao Felipe Carvalho De Moraes - Sao Paulo, Brazil
Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation Director: Dr. James B. Jordon

Jason Cory Casey - Arab, AL
Human Performance
Dissertation Director: Dr. Phillip A. Bishop

Narpinder Singh Chahil - Tuscaloosa, AL
Physics
Dissertation Director: Dr. Gary J. Mankey

Joseph J. Cheney - Tuscaloosa, AL
Political Science
Dissertation: The Political Elements of Selection.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Stephen A. Borrelli and Dr. J. Norman Baldwin

Bo Cheng - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation Director: Dr. Y. Kevin Chou

Freda Veronica Coleman-Reed - Florence, AL
Social Work
Dissertation: Grandparent Caregivers: Factors Contributing to Their Experience of Life Satisfaction.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Debra M. Nelson-Gardell

Melissa Suzanne Cox - Tuscaloosa, AL
Human Performance
Dissertation: Barriers to Exercise/Physical Activity for Adolescents in Rural West Alabama.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Mark T. Richardson

Benjamin Darrell Crawford - Gonzales, LA
English
Dissertation Director: Dr. Phillip Beidler

Julie Cunningham - Danville, PA
Psychology
Dissertation: The Role of Pain Catastrophizing, Body Mass Index, and Sex in Exercise Rates Among Participants in an Organizational Wellness Program.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Beverly E. Thorn

Zhigang Dang - Yongjing, China
Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: High-Density High-Efficiency Power Magnetics.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Jaber A. Abu Qahouq

Lee Michael Demi - Northport, AL
Biology
Dissertation: The Effects of N and P Supply on Invertebrate Food Webs: An Experimental Test of Ecological Stoichiometry in Detritus-Based Ecosystems.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Jonathan Benstead
Ge Deng - Tuscaloosa, AL
Chemistry
Dissertation: Chromium: Binding Studies with Transferrin and Peptide EEEGDD and Its Effect on Colorectal Cancer.
Dissertation Director: Dr. John B. Vincent

Wenzhao Dong - Haining, China
Chemistry
Dissertation: DNA Complexes Containing Novel Aromatic Residues.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Stephen A. Woski

Amy Tunison Everett - Birmingham, AL
Secondary Education
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Diane C. Sekeres and Dr. Vivian H. Wright

Shirley Jean Farrell - Tyler, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: An Exploration of Face-To-Face and Online Professional Development for Gifted Specialists.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Margaret L. Rice

Brian Steven Flowers - Tuscaloosa, AL
Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: Advanced Solvents for CO₂ Separation Applications.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Jason E. Bara

Kathleen Reagan Gillan - Northport, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: Great Expectations and Post-Feminist Accountability: Negotiating Femininity in a Modern Day Sorority.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Natalie G. Adams

Siqi Guan - Nantong, China
Chemistry
Dissertation Director: Dr. Patrick Frantom

Charles Martin Hanby - Northport, AL
Finance
Dissertation: Essays on Public Pension Reform.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Robert W. McLeod

Thomas Hinton Hester III - Martin, TN
Chemistry
Dissertation Director: Dr. Daniel J. Goebbert

Brandon Joseph Hill - Jackson, MS
Biology
Dissertation: Development of a Novel Nanoparticle Bioconjugation Strategy Utilizing Coiled-Coil Protein Domains.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Carol Duffy

Huaiyuan Hu - Yongkang, China
Chemistry
Dissertation Director: Dr. Kevin H. Shaughnessy

Li Huang - Yichang, China
Geology
Dissertation Director: Dr. Chunmiao Zheng

Marcy R. Huey - Northport, AL
Interdisciplinary
Dissertation: Making Sense of Safety.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Mary M. Meares

James Wesley Hutto - Montgomery, AL
Political Science
Dissertation: Regional Leadership in the Context of Transnational Terrorism.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Derrick Frazier

Eunyoung Kim - Tuscaloosa, AL
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation Director: Dr. Karla K. Gower
YoungJu Kim - Busan, South Korea
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation: How Do News Frames Influence Mass Political Polarization?
Dissertation Director: Dr. Shuhua Zhou

Suzanne Marilyn Kornegay - Oneonta, AL
Materials Science
Dissertation Director: Dr. Gregory B. Thompson

Linda Li - Springfield, MO
Operations Management
Dissertation: A Study of Two Special Inventory Management Problems.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. David M. Miller and Dr. Charles P. Schmidt

Abhay Dnyaneshwar Lidbe - Dombivli, India
Civil Engineering
Dissertation Director: Dr. Alexander M. Hainen

Jingfu Liu - Huangmei, China
Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: Processing-Surface Integrity-Fatigue Relationship in Electrical Discharge Machining of Nitinol Shape Memory Alloy.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Yuebin Guo

Emily Anne Mary MacDougall - Atlanta, GA
Psychology
Dissertation: Psychopathy, Heart Rate, and Skin Conductance in Adolescent Offenders.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Randall T. Salekin

Ezhil Arasan Manoharan - Tuscaloosa, AL
Physics
Dissertation Director: Dr. Gary J. Mankey

Anne Marie Merrem - Carrollton, GA
Human Performance
Dissertation: The Occupational Socialization of German Physical Educators.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Matthew D. Curtner-Smith

Jessica Ann Minney - Tuscaloosa, AL
Psychology
Dissertation: Isolation: The Optimum Environment for Creativity? The Relationship Between the Experience of Ostracism and Creativity.
Dissertation Directors: Dr. John E. Lochman and Dr. Rosanna E. Guadagno

Rosalind Lenika Moore - Northport, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation Director: Dr. Natalie G. Adams

Archana Sathyaseelan Panikar - Hillsboro, OR
Chemistry
Dissertation: Metal Oxide Thin Films by Chemical Vapor Deposition for Photocatalytic Water Splitting.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Arunava Gupta

Julie Lumpkin Payne - Gadsden, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: A Case Study of Teaching Digital Citizenship in Fifth Grade.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Margaret L. Rice

Fei Qiao - Guangzhou, China
Communication and Information Sciences
Dissertation Director: Dr. William G. Griffin

Katelyn Lor Ullmer Reed - Starkville, MS
Social Work
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Debra M. Nelson-Gardell and Dr. Javonda Williams
Rachel C. Rock - Durham, NC
Psychology
Dissertation: An Examination of the Relationship Between Adult Psychopathy and Childhood Trauma in a Jail Sample.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Randall T. Salekin

Peter A. Scott - Tuscaloosa, AL
Biology
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Leslie Rissler and Dr. Jeffrey Lozier

Zhichao Shan - Tuscaloosa, AL
Chemistry
Dissertation Director: Dr. Shanlin Pan

Sara J. Steele - Lancaster, PA
Psychology
Dissertation: Predicting GPS Usage: The Relative Importance of Wayfinding Ability, Object-Based Spatial Ability, Working Memory Capacity, Anxiety, and Overall Technology Usage.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Beverly B. Roskos-Ewoldsen

Ning Tang - Zhangjiajie, China
Social Work
Dissertation Director: Dr. Brenda D. Smith

Sierra Reshay Turner - Helena, AL
Instructional Leadership
Dissertation: (Re)presenting Ourselves: Creating an "Oppositional Black Aesthetic" at a Predominantly White Institution: A Photovoice Project.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Natalie G. Adams

Hao Wang - Hangzhou, China
Secondary Education
Dissertation: International Teaching Assistants’ Professional Identity Development at a US University: A Multiple Case Study Perspective.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Miguel Mantero

Min Wang - Tuscaloosa, AL
Secondary Education
Dissertation Directors: Dr. Diane C. Sekeres and Dr. Dilin Liu

Sumi Woo - Tuscaloosa, AL
Political Science
Dissertation: European Integration and the Nationalist Parties.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Terry J. Royed

Mary Elizabeth Wood - Marietta, GA
Psychology
Dissertation: Beyond Atkins: How Do the Prongs Perform During Sentencing?
Dissertation Director: Dr. Karen L. Salekin

Molei Wu - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: Design and Control of Powered Lower Limb Prostheses.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Xiangrong Shen

Minli Xing - Luzhou, China
Chemistry
Dissertation: Solution Structure Determination for the Cys74 to Ala74 Mutant of the Catalytic Domain of Zoocin A.
Dissertation Director: Dr. Russell Timkovich
Masters of Laws
Constance Allison - Nashville, TN
Jeremy Daniel Cameron - Fleming Island, FL
Sarah Elizabeth Hoffmann - Vestavia, AL
Frank Wayne Keith - Columbiana, AL
Michiyasu Shishido - Ise-shi, Japan

Candidates for Juris Doctor
Maxwell Collins Hill - Oviedo, FL
Loren Amanda Hollenkamp - Tuscaloosa, AL
Gregory J. Kohles, Jr. - Ridgefield Park, NJ
Gillian Elizabeth Richard - Huntsville, AL
## Graduate School

**Susan E. Carvalho, Dean**  
**Jon C. Acker, Marshal**

### Educational Specialists
- Melissa Ann Cole - Monroeville, NJ  
- Michael Joseph Erreca - Bessemer, AL  
- Michael L. Jones - Vinemont, AL  
- Nancy Stief McManan - Sand Rock, AL  
- Lesley Willmuth Ray - Leesburg, AL  
- Shandra Meshell Shaw - Cottondale, AL  
- Donna Glass Smith - Dixon Mills, AL  
- Brigitte Sutherland Winkles - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Kevin Worth Young - Hokes Bluff, AL

### Masters Of Accountancy
- Anna Mooney Arnold - Helena, AL  
- Evelyn Frances Dytrt-Love - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Emmalee Kathleen Russell - Atlanta, GA  
- Brady Garret White - Huntsville, AL  
- Benjamin Paul Wooldridge - Birmingham, AL  
- Chen Xia - Tuscaloosa, AL

### Masters Of Arts
- Sheik Ahmed Ullah - Narayanganj, Bangladesh  
- Sherrie Denise Alexander - Mulga, AL  
- Avery Veronica Bacon - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Jackson Paul Barth - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Karen M. Beal - Fort Lauderdale, FL  
- Dayatra Sigrid Belcher - Trussville, AL  
- Thomas E. Bennington II - Gulfport, MS  
- Leah Catherine Bird - Dudley, Australia  
- Priya Birdi - Charlotte, NC  
- Wyant Scott Boreson - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Sarah Elizabeth Brackmann - Wheaton, IL  
- Edward Avery Buckner III - Northport, AL  
- Amanda Michelle Busack - Milwaukee, WI  
- Donald Cody Campbell - Fort Payne, AL  
- Phyliscia Nicole Carter - Fayetteville, NC  
- Amanda Lee Childress - Albertville, AL  
- Junell Gwen Christian - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Kristie K. Click - Northport, AL  
- Whitney Adele Collins - Huntsville, AL  
- Daniel Paul Combs - Helena, AL  
- Keisha Jasmine Cook - Marietta, GA  
- Amanda Rachelle Cramer - Hoover, AL

### Masters Of Business Administration
- Teagen Marie Nabity - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Zilai Zhao - Shenyang, China

### Masters Of Fine Arts
- Sarah Ann Tiscaoloosa - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Kayla Rae Candrilli - Throop, PA  
- Kelly Beth Shannon - Birmingham, AL

### Masters Of Library & Information Studies
- Richard Manly Adams, Jr. - Atlanta, GA  
- Corinne June Chatnik - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Jina Duverney - Montgomery, AL  
- Virginia K. Eckenrode - Huntsville, AL  
- Forrest R. Evans - Blackshear, GA  
- Andria Mucci Francis - Athens, AL  
- Jenna Elizabeth Gaeta - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Kelly Elizabeth Grove - Meridian, ID  
- Justin Matthew Hayward - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Christa Colleen Hill - Nashville, TN  
- Lashannon N. Hollinger - Monroeville, AL  
- Lauren M. Kees - Richmond, TX  
- Nicole Lane - New Paltz, NY  
- Lisa K. Leinhos - Huntsville, AL  
- Memory Paten Williams - Parrish, AL  
- Kasey Baumet Wood - Albertville, AL  
- Mark Christopher Yates - Minooka, IL

### Masters Of Information Studies
- Jon C. Acker - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Anna Marie Waters - Slocomb, AL  
- Bailey Arthur Welborn - Phil Campbell, AL  
- Sydney Elizabeth Wenck - New Orleans, LA  
- Monique Marie Whitaker - Huntsville, AL  
- Daniel W. White - Birmingham, AL  
- David Emanuel Williams - Covington, GA  
- Memory Paten Williams - Parrish, AL  
- Lindsay M. Wilks - Aloha, OR  
- Zilai Zhao - Shenyang, China

### Masters Of Laws
- Patrick J. McCormick - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Brandi N. McGee - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Michelle Diane Cvitanich - Portland, OR  
- Cong Du - Guangzhou, China  
- Tyler Logan Eady - LaGrange, GA  
- Shannon Nicole Edsall - Alabaster, AL  
- Collin Robert Engstrom - Mineral City, OH  
- Ainslie Awtry Eaves - Birmingham, AL  
- Anthony William Fava - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Keli Smith Floyd - Gadsden, AL  
- Samantha Adams Foster - Calera, AL  
- Katherine Joyce Garrett - Fort Payne, AL  
- Brett James Grant - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Jeffrey Alexander Grear - Montgomery, AL  
- Victoria Inman Griffith - Scottsboro, AL  
- Zachariah Adam Guthrie - Gulfport, MS  
- Ashleigh Von Hallmark - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Ethan Bret Hardin - Arab, AL  
- Allyson L. Harrison - Allen Park, MI  
- Emile Barrow Hendrickson - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Amber D. Henson - Daphne, AL  
- Jenny Herzyk - Bamberg, Germany  
- Eric Michael Hill - Trenton, GA  
- Laura Renee Holland - Frisco, TX  
- Taysia Nyree Hull - Gallion, AL  
- Ethan Jones - Alexander City, AL  
- Joshua Davis Jones - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Gabrielle Nicole Jordan - Duncanville, AL  
- Jacqueline Marie Kenknight - Helena, AL  
- Sarah Jihye Kim - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Kyle Rhoads Kraemer - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Taewoong Kyung - Seoul, South Korea  
- Whitney Hope Lawrence - Decatur, AL  
- Kayla Milam Lee - Cropwell, AL  
- Wade Hampton Leonard - Columbus, MS  
- Aska Jaberi Little - Cedar Park, TX  
- Kishia Leshay Locke - Trussville, AL  
- Abby Gale Thorne Lofthus - Clanton, AL  
- Susan Dee Lomenick - Blue Springs, MS  
- Crysalyon Rae Lopez - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Tiffany Hutchins Luse - Birmingham, AL  
- Shannah Lyn Mathews - Ashland, AL  
- Patrick J. McCormick - Decatur, AL  
- Micah-Shea Crenshaw McKibben - Northport, AL  
- John Maynard McWilliams, Jr. - Albuquerque, NM  
- Cassandra Ann Medeiros - Abingdon, VA  
- Norma A. Mew - Northport, AL  
- Jarek Nicholas Mills - Pelham, AL  
- Cheryl Russell Morgan - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Kara Parks Morris - Bay Minette, AL  
- Loren Ann Nason - Satsuna, AL  
- Lauren Browning Neal - Acworth, GA  
- Brian David Nichols - Prattville, AL  
- Macdonald Andrew Niven - Pleasanton, CA  
- Mariah Jane Owens - Austell, GA  
- Matthew Robert Parina - Rochester, NY  
- Aaron Michael Phillips - Northport, AL  
- William Blake Pierce - Chattanooga, TN  
- Lauren Eileen Pitt - Huntsville, AL  
- Stephanie Babette Pratt - Rochester, NY  
- Brittny Deneen Pruitt - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Megan M. Pugh - Andalusia, AL  
- Summer Watts Putman - Ashville, AL  
- Kimberly E. Reeder - Baltimore, MD  
- Shannon Frank Reeves, Sr. - Madison, AL  
- Brandon McCoy Reid - Greensboro, NC  
- Mary Nelson Robertson - Indiana, MS  
- Deanna Leigh Rogers - Boaz, AL  
- Ana Teresa Rondon - Weston, FL  
- Lauren Elizabeth Scott - Naperville, IL  
- Shawn Michael Sharpe - Homer, LA  
- Alexandra Tenneh Shepard - Blakely, GA  
- Emily Margaret Sherrod - Opelika, AL  
- Teresa Lynnell Shiley - New Lenox, IL  
- Jaidyn Dale Spencer - Waterloo, IA  
- Marissa Stanziani - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Kortney Ann Tate - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Amanda Andruzzii Toussaint - Saint Augustine, FL  
- Andrew Steven Tungate - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Joshua Tutek - Northport, AL  
- Lynsey Irene Twiet - Seattle, WA  
- Stephen M. Ungvary - Birmingham, AL  
- Francesca Elizabeth Voci - River Forest, IL  
- Laura Rebecca Voyles - Dallas, GA  

### Masters Of Library & Information Studies
- Jon C. Acker - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Anna Marie Waters - Slocomb, AL  
- Bailey Arthur Welborn - Phil Campbell, AL  
- Sydney Elizabeth Wenck - New Orleans, LA  
- Monique Marie Whitaker - Huntsville, AL  
- Daniel W. White - Birmingham, AL  
- David Emanuel Williams - Covington, GA  
- Memory Paten Williams - Parrish, AL  
- Lindsay M. Wilks - Aloha, OR  
- Kasey Baumet Wood - Albertville, AL  
- Mark Christopher Yates - Minooka, IL

### Masters Of Information Studies
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- Anna Marie Waters - Slocomb, AL  
- Bailey Arthur Welborn - Phil Campbell, AL  
- Sydney Elizabeth Wenck - New Orleans, LA  
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- Daniel W. White - Birmingham, AL  
- David Emanuel Williams - Covington, GA  
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- Jon C. Acker - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Anna Marie Waters - Slocomb, AL  
- Bailey Arthur Welborn - Phil Campbell, AL  
- Sydney Elizabeth Wenck - New Orleans, LA  
- Monique Marie Whitaker - Huntsville, AL  
- Daniel W. White - Birmingham, AL  
- David Emanuel Williams - Covington, GA  
- Memory Paten Williams - Parrish, AL  
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### Masters Of Library & Information Studies
- Jon C. Acker - Tuscaloosa, AL  
- Anna Marie Waters - Slocomb, AL  
- Bailey Arthur Welborn - Phil Campbell, AL  
- Sydney Elizabeth Wenck - New Orleans, LA  
- Monique Marie Whitaker - Huntsville, AL  
- Daniel W. White - Birmingham, AL  
- David Emanuel Williams - Covington, GA  
- Memory Paten Williams - Parrish, AL  
- Lindsay M. Wilks - Aloha, OR  
- Kasey Baumet Wood - Albertville, AL  
- Mark Christopher Yates - Minooka, IL
Masters of Public Administration
William T. Christian - Vance, AL
Maurice Foster - Tuscaloosa, AL

Masters of Science in Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics
Charles Aylsworth Brantigan - Denver, CO
Eric Lloyd Hickernell - Whitman AFB, MO
Christian Blake Hoover - Dallas, GA
Manuel Rodrigo Ochoa - Sacramento, CA
Jacob Aaron Wilroy - Prattville, AL

Masters of Science in Chemical Engineering
William T. Brockwell - Lakeland, TN
Shelby Glenn Brooks - Hazel Green, AL
Ryan Matthew Malden - Agoura Hills, CA
Jianfa Ou - Jiangmen, China

Masters of Science in Civil Engineering
Anh Duc Chau - Dong Thap Province, Vietnam
David Earl Coggins - Leeds, AL
MD Kobir Hossain - Narail, Bangladesh
Qi Kuang - Tuscaloosa, AL
Thomas Jefferson Moat III - Tuscaloosa, AL
Viet Dang Son Nu - Andhra Pradesh, India
Brittany Danielle Shake - Double Oak, TX
Tina Sheikhzeinoddin - Tuscaloosa, AL

Masters of Science in Computer Science
Ahmed Mohammed B Alghanam - Hofuf, Saudi Arabia
Morgan Lauren Burcham - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jyothisa Kondivgi - Tuscaloosa, AL
Edwin Christopher Millan - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jeffrey A. Robinson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joshua William Stanton - Marietta, GA

Masters of Science in Criminal Justice
Conner Key Birdsong - Tuscaloosa, AL
Nichole Briana Dennis - Buford, GA
Taylor M. Hinson - Huntsville, AL
Olivia Grace McCain - Brandon, MS

Masters of Science in Electrical Engineering
Julian Bjorn Augustin - Huntsville, AL
Yuwei Du - Shanghai, China
Caleb Thomas Leslie - Enterprise, AL
Malek Ramezani - Shahrkord, Iran
Wenjin Xu - Luoyang, China

Masters of Science in Human Environmental Sciences
Dakota Ellis Ball - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jennifer Lauren Bendall - Birmingham, AL
Amy E. Bertheaume - Mobile, AL
Zarie C. Blackburn - Tuscaloosa, AL
Corey Truitt Brannum - Cresson, TX
Mary S. Brunette - Northport, AL
Christina Elizabeth Caple - Glendale, AZ
Meghan Patricia Chambers - Hoover, AL
Melissa S. Chapman - Tuscaloosa, AL
Benjamin M. Coffey - Batavia, OH
Jennifer Franklin Coltharp - Birmingham, AL
Angela Marie Copeland-Humlicek - Huntsville, AL
William G. Covington, Jr. - Edinboro, PA
Daryl Crow - Hixson, TN
Boyd R. Dreshlow - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lori Lesage Mosher Drummond - Miami, FL
Renee L. Ellis - Sainte Genevieve, MO
Jamie Z. Fischer - Anthem, AZ
Kyle McClain Fendren - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lee Eric Forehand - Dothan, AL
Jessica Wilkins Fuller - Tuscaloosa, AL
Erik Wayne Gatson - Brandon, FL
Amy Carol Glueck - St. Louis, MO
Lance J. Green - Glen Burnie, MD
Brandon O. Greene - Tuscaloosa, AL
Tanner K. Hardy - Hickory, NC
Ashia L. Harvest - Montgomery, AL
Jestin Micah Hines - Birmingham, AL
Tammy Lynn Holloway - Tuscaloosa, AL
Savannah Nicole Hoover - Northport, AL
William Ronald Katz - Honolulu, HI
Teresa Ann Kelm - China Spring, TX
Kimberly Koehler - Bartlett, TN
Jordan M. Lorino - Birmingham, AL

Masters of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Alexander Howard DeLoach - Townsend, GA
Aaron Dishau Han - Carmel, IN
Liu Liu - Qingdao, China
John Lewis O’Donnell - Trussville, AL
Osar Gabriel Rivera Almeyda - Tuscaloosa, AL
William Cole Thompson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Praveen Vanjila - Khammam, India
Anahita Zargarani - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ye Zhang - Jiaxing, China
Zilai Zhao - Shenyang, China

Masters of Science In Nursing
Shane Lazar - Las Vegas, NV
Mary Elizabeth Perry - Loretto, TN
Gwendolyn L. Powell - Harker Heights, TX

Masters of Social Work
Eddie E. Franklin, Jr. - Tuscaloosa, AL
Oria S. L. Kunin - Atlanta, GA
Erica Wood Thompson - Northport, AL

Master Of Tax Accounting
Danielle Marie Dubose - Birmingham, AL
Travis Grant Maynard - Odenville, AL
Johnny McClain - Sunter, SC
Ashley Laura Mullins - Keller, TX
Daniel Geronomo Navarro, Jr. - Daphne, AL
Joseph Michael Norris - Birmingham, AL
Heather Dawn O’Dell - Grovetown, GA
Abby Lynn Olson - Pine City, MN
Allison Leann Payne - Tuscaloosa, AL
Shakira Desiree Savage - Tuscaloosa, AL
Charles Richard Smith - Cleveland, TN
Laura Katherine Smith - St. Louis, MO
Taylor Richard Smith - Durham, NC
John Gilbert Sorenson - Leesburg, GA
Alphonse T. Taylor - Mobile, AL
Brandon Lee Thompson - Whitman AFB, MO
Anne Marie Turner - St. Louis, MO
Karami Anne Underwood - Paducah, KY
Matthew Michael Vandre - Waukesha, WI
Elizabeth McNish Williamson - Montgomery, AL
Lindsey N. Woodard - Sumiton, AL
Bailey Young - Killen, AL

Tonya Allen Simmons - Alexander City, AL
Alexandria Rena Sims - Gadsden, AL
Angelina Marie Smith - Montgomery, AL
Amy Friese Thigpen - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mathew S. Weems - Tuscaloosa, AL
Meredith E. Wickham - Starkville, MS
Angelica Maye Yost - Mount Airy, MD
summa cum laude
Vivian C. Abbott
Marissa Nicolle Balkcom
Stephanie Rae Carnathan
Joshua Michael Chatham
John Allen Cochran III
Barton Crenshaw Crum
Sabrina Raquel D’Agostino
Lauren Alyssa Davis
Mallory Morgan Diamond
Jessica Brinne Fults
Jian Gao
Jessica Joyce Hauger
Makaley F. Heughan
Anna Pierce Ireland
Sarah Jihye Kim
Luke Burton Knight
Rachel Leanne Kornegay
Marie Grace Kyle
Lucas Daniel Lowry
Casey Jo Marshall
Michael S. Martin
Allison Renée Miller
Kathleen Ann Oliver
Linda Jan Owen
Melanie Leigh Painter
Emily Ann Phillips
Ashley D. Prisock
Kelsey Shawn Proudfoot
Krista Grace Pruitt
Amanda Thompson Reams
Colin Roberts
Emily Kaitlyn Scheiner
Grayson Blair Sittason
Rachel Leigh Sodee
Laura Danielle Testino
Michael Scott Walters
Jake Liam Warner
Kolton Russell Weems
Catherine Lee Wolfe
Joo Young Yang
magna cum laude
Elizabeth Carol Adair
Jeremy C. Beaman
Eric Thomas Butner
Steven Whitfield Chambers
Katherine Tyeisha Chatmon
Allison Grace Cirenza
Jordan Elizabeth Clark
Shannon Elizabeth Corr
Lauren Katharina Grell
Virginia Ann Haas
Sarah Alyce Hartley
Emily E. Ingram
Nathaniel Braxton Jones
Mackenzie Oksana Kalnitzky
Rachel Grace Greer LeComte
Andrew Albright Lockhart
Austin Martindale
Anna Lee Mays
Nancy Jane McAllister
Dane R. Mowitz
Amy E. Nealon
Rachael Marie Nowack
Maura Grace O’Donovan
Reagan Evelyn Palmer
Amanda Taylor Rude
Olivia Raksiakson Sorrell
Michael Anthony Szyperski
Hayden Nicole Thomas
Michael Dylan Thompson
Anna Claire Urban
Kristina Nicole Van Wyk
Mary Caitlyn Wilhite
Lester Dewayne Young
cum laude
Curtis Tucker Campbell
Grace Glenn Dover
Kaitlin Z. Ervin
Donielle Marie Eslick
Rebecca Vivian Fischer
Adam Miles Daniel Forkner
Alexander Joseph Franz
Mollie R. Gattman
Savannah Renee Harper
Jaclyn Michele Higgins
Rachel Steele Hoddinott
Stephanie Nicole Hoenig
Alyssa Eve Hubbard
Siera Crimson Jann
Zachary Sterling Jarrell
Kristina Nicole Van Wyk
Mary Caitlyn Wilhite
Lester Dewayne Young
William Freund Keplinger
Margaret Ann Kerns
Ezra Laemmle
David Judson Lloyd III
Lindsey M. Lockridge
Holley Ann Long
Brianna J. Milner
Nicholas W. Patton
Eileen Katherine Pigott
Caroline Parker Pinney
Benjamin Charles Pody
Lindsey Taylor Richards
Payton Breeanna Richey
Joel Andrew Thompson
Emily Alyssa Vork
Jenna Grace Waldrep
Allison Nicole Walker
Henry Reynolds Williams
Collins Eugene Wynn, Jr.
Bachelors Of Arts

Katherine Tyeisha Chatmon - Munford, AL
Kristy Cherry-Randle - Trussville, AL
Tiffani Celeen Chesnut - Duncanville, AL
William Thomas Childress - Midlothian, VA
Cameron Walter Choquette - Dothan, AL
Jordan Elizabeth Clark - Enterprise, AL
University Honors
Samantha Riley Hill Clark - Tuscaloosa, AL
John Allen Cochran III - Cedar Park, TX
Michael A. Cofield - Birmingham, AL
Tyler Jean Colburn - Northport, AL
Ashley A. Combs - Lyons, CO
Philip J. Costa - Birmingham, AL
Barton Crenshaw Crum - Montgomery, AL
University Honors
Sabrina Raquel D’Agostino - Tuscaloosa, AL
Paul James D’Ambra - Andover, MA
Erika Lee Davis - Hampton Cove, AL
Kevin Kammer Davis - Golden, CO
Lauren Alyssa Dys - Millbrook, AL
Mallory Morgan Diamond - Athens, AL
University Honors
Grace Glenn Dover - Roswell, GA
University Honors
Kaitlynn Alexander Dunn - Franklin, WV
Cordario Seandale Eatmon - Tuscaloosa, AL
John Dylan Eklund - McLean, VA
Christian Tanner Elliott - Texarkana, TX
Hannah Elizabeth Emerick - Nokesville, VA
William Walker Enrigh - Birmingham, AL
Shawn M. Engen - Huntsville, AL
Teresa L. Epperson - Fort Worth, TX
Taylor Logan Esche - Huntsville, AL
Donielle Marie Esluck - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Robert Carlos Espinoza - Tuscaloosa, AL
Phillip R. Estes - Albertville, AL
Sehar Ezeez - Gallion, AL
Destiny Susannah Farrow - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ashon Meranne Fendley - Tuscaloosa, AL
Justin Michael Ferguson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Paige Annette Foley - Atascadero, CA
Elizabeth Marcel Foster - La Canada Flintridge, CA
Samantha Kathryn Foster - Melbourne, FL
Locke Fulton Galbraith - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jian Gao - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors with Thesis
Zachary Lee Gates - Saint Louis, MO
Mollie R. Gattman - Florence, AL
Torrielle R. Gibbs - Center Point, AL
Kenneth Wade Gilliland - Birmingham, AL
Rush Bowen Girardeau - Indian Springs, AL
Lauren Maria Goldman - Millbrook, AL
University Honors
Weston Raynard Goode III - Acworth, GA
Jade Kiera Goodloe - Tuscaloosa, AL
Robert Coursey Gorham - Birmingham, AL
Dana Nicole Grant - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lauren Ashley Gray - Helena, AL
Lauren Katharina Griss - Pensacola, FL
Conner L. Griffin - Hoover, AL
Virginia Ann Haas - Birmingham, AL
Hayden Mangan Hall - Helena, AL
Thomas Caron Hammill - Tuscaloosa, AL
D’Essence S. Hampton - Selma, AL
Savannah Renee Harper - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Holly Marie Harrison - Madison, AL
Victoria Catherine Hartford - Pembroke, MA
Jessica Joyce Hauger - Martinez, GA
University Honors
Kaylin Brooke Helms - Fort Wainwright, AK
Makayla E. Heughan - Baton Rouge, LA
Leslie Eugenia Hicks - Birmingham, AL
Julie Michelle Hill - Tuscalumbia, AL
Griffin David Hoard - Milton, GA
Rachel Steele Hoddinott - Louisvile, KY
Stephanie Nicole Hoenig - Chester, NY
Bethenyen Mashae Holt - Trussville, AL
Rebecca R. Holtzman - Fairfax Station, VA
Briana Nikole Hooks - Fultondale, AL
Alyssa Eve Hubbard - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joseph Davis Hudson - Montgomery, AL
Emily E. Inram - Amherst, NH
Charles Heath Isom - Russelville, AL
Morgan Alexandra Jackson - Orlando, FL
Zachary Sterling Jarrell - Kettering, OH
University Honors
Landry Rinn Johnson - San Antonio, TX
Meghan Emily Johnson - Crestview, FL
Samuel Johnson - Gadsden, AL
Alex B. Jones - Southside, AL
Nathaniel Braxton Jones - Cottondale, AL
Donald Blake Jordan - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mackenzie Oksana Kaluzicky - Fairfax, VA
Clayton Graham Karcher - Decatur, MS
Asha Emily Kaul - Scottsdale, AZ
Brayden Shawn Keeler - Seabrook, TX
Sherry Lynn Kennel - Tuscaloosa, AL
William Freund Keplinger - Lexington, KY
University Honors
Margaret Ann Kerns - Fort Payne, AL
Stormi Jeanne Kerwood - Tuscaloosa, AL
Thomas Edison Key - Marsh Harbour, Bahamas
Sarah Alexandra Khademi - Ellicott City, MD
Corey Hunter Kilburn - Houston, TX
Sarah Jihiye Kim - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Jania Kalifa Knight - Whatley, AL
Lue Burton Knight - Madison, MS
University Honors with Thesis
Eric William Knipp - Waterloo, IA
Rachel Leanne Kornegay - Loxley, AL
Colby D. Krebs - Northport, AL
Jennifer Kay Krueger - Rock Springs, WI
Grant Alexander Kutz - Morris, AL
Marie Grace Kyles - Homewood, AL
Stanley James Lacey - Fairhope, AL
Ezra Laemmle - Los Angeles, CA
Rachel Grace Greer LeComte - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Rachael Louise Ledbetter - Columbia, TN
Marcus Fredric Lee - Trussville, AL
Jennifer Brianna Lee - Birmingham, AL
Joseph James Leonard - Everson, PA
Alyssa Anne Leopard - Birmingham, AL
Jackson Alden Lindsey - Chesapeake, VA
Troy Alexander Lindsey - Trussville, AL
Andrew Albright Lockhart - Birmingham, AL
Patrick James Blackmon - Fairfield, AL
Tierra Nicole Bradford - Tuscaloosa, AL
Evan M. Chalmers - Tuscaloosa, AL
Allison Grace Cirenza - Gansevoort, NY
University Honors
Hillary Paige Cole - Guin, AL
Niambi Onassis Cooper - Tuscaloosa, AL
Sierra Nicole Louise Copeland - Wasilla, AK
Shannon Elizabeth Corr - Cary, IL
Kristi Leann Crow - Hartselle, AL
Jacob Matthew Ejnes - Palm Coast, FL
Sarah Elizabeth Ellington - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Rebecca Vivian Fischer - Hopkinsville, KY
Jennifer M. Fisher - Daphne, AL
Adam Miles Daniel Forkner - Gadsden, AL
William Glen Francis - Madison, AL
Alexander Joseph Franz - Glen Allen, VA
University Honors
Jessica Brinne Fults - Lebanon, TN
University Honors
Christopher D. Garrison - Windsor, CT
Madisen Nicole Grubb - Carmel, IN
Gabrielle Marie Hance - Tuscaloosa, AL
Sarah Alyce Hartley - Hoover, AL
Jaclyn Michele Higgins - Wildwood, MO
University Honors
Anna Pierce Ireland - Vestavia Hills, AL
University Honors
Clint D. Irons - Florence, AL
Rain Kennedy - Tuscaloosa, AL
Valerie Catherine Kenney - Moulton, AL
Whitney Shea LaCour - Jupiter, FL
Rachel Grace Greer LeComte - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Natalie Mary Carolyn Leder - Madison, AL
Blaise Michael Ledet - Fairhope, AL
Marissa Amey Jenness Leshnov - Riverview, FL
Victoria Marie Liggett - Franklin, TN
David Judson Lloyd III - Huntsville, AL
University Honors
Lindsey M. Lockridge - Birmingham, AL
Alexandra R. Makris - Scottsboro, AL
Megan Bishop Manning - Montgomery, AL
David D. Maquera, Jr. - San Diego, CA
Austin Martindale - Russellville, AL
Sarah Susan Maxwell - Huntsville, AL
Meghan Shea McCrann - Holiday, FL
Jeremy Dylan McDoniell - Summerdale, AL
Sean Patrick McFetridge - Huntsville, AL
Jacqueline Michele Pitts Miller - Spring, TX
Kevin Daniel Moore - Fall Branch, TN
University Honors
Amy E. Nealon - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Rachael Marie Nowack - Florence, AL
Caitlin S. Owens - Birmingham, AL
Serenity Matrice Pace - Bessemer, AL
Melanie Leigh Painter - Knoxville, TN
Reagan Evelyn Palmer - Fleming Island, FL
University Honors
Patrick M. Parnell - Mobile, AL
Bailin Peng - Shenzhen, China
Benjamin Charles Pody - Eufaula, AL
Charles Matthew Pond - Mobile, AL
Courtney Marie Poulos - Destrehan, LA
Amanda Thompson Reams - Sylacauga, AL
Payton Breanna Richey - Hoover, AL
Alyssa Rae Roach - Lauray, VA
Audrey Elizabeth Ryan - Elrod, AL
Robert Prescott Schuhmann - Louisville, KY
Hong Sha - Shanghai, China
Skylar H. Sigler - Mobile, AL
Henry Alexander Simpson - Wilsonville, AL
Grayson Blair Sittason - Hartselle, AL
University Honors
Harold Lawrence Sledge, Jr. - Spanish Fort, AL
Brianna R. Smiley - Troy, MI
Olivia Rakriaksorn Sorrell - Maylene, AL
University Honors
Taylor Douglas Southgate - Madison, AL
Yakira D’atra Monae Spears - Coy, AL
Hayden Nicole Thomas - Birmingham, AL
Joel Andrew Thompson - Dayton, OH
University Honors
Steven Joseph Tommasello - Roswell, GA
Bryan Valladares - Miami, FL
Kristina Nicole Van Wyk - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kolton Russell Weems - Woodstock, AL
Mattie Reid Weldy - Mobile, AL
Dallas DeLance West - Northport, AL
Collin Taylor Williams - Brentwood, TN
Hannah Chelsea Wright - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joo Young Yang - Tuscaloosa, AL
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Jillian Ann Houston - Trussville, AL
Bachelor of Science in Geology
Raymond Lucas Carson - Daphne, AL
Siera Crimson Jann - Hilton Head Island, SC
University Honors
David Anthony Tanory, Jr. - Birmingham, AL
Bachelor of Science in Microbiology
Mary Caitlyn Wilhite - Tuscaloosa, AL
Culverhouse College of Commerce and Business Administration

Kay M. Palan, Dean
David Hale, Marshal
Mary Stone, Marshal

summa cum laude

Robert Austin Adkins
James A. Barnes
Joseph Andrew Bowden
Ashley Hope Brown
Brennan Aaron Bush
Paige Leigh Cromer
Alex Louis Davis
Ogden Shropshire Deaton, Jr.
Neil Robert Donetti
Emily Catherine Ellis
Hayden Everett Ellis
John Daniel Faulkner
James Marlon Ferguson III
Malcolm Alexander Foley
Allexa Kaitlin Gardner
William Bradley Green, Jr.
Phillip Weston Harris
Yu Yeon Hyun
Xiangfeng Liu
Qian Lu
Jeremy Carl Mallinckrodt
Benjamin Joseph Mercier
Taylor Alexander Moore
Emily C. Nance
Barry Karlton Phillips
Sarah Ann Rourke
Christy Ann Sasso

Kayla Michelle Sisco
Thomas Carter Socha
Samuel D. Tan
Johnny M. Thrash
Mary Harmon B. Tyson
Madison Claire Wauchope
Clair Anastasia Weiler
Yue Yuan

magna cum laude

Lauren C. Baumli
Sarah Gabel Burdette
Callan Alexander Burns
Mary Brennan Casey
Lifang Chen
Liji Chen
Yunlin Chen
Delores Virginia Chichi
Raenaa Leigh Cierocke
Ruiying Du
Mingyang Fan
John Thaddeus Ferretti, Jr.
Chelsie Alexis Gates
Rachel Katherine Gooch
Mitchell Vito Helson
Tyler Joseph Hohbach
Bryant Todd Iocco
Disen Lei

Samuel Rook Malowney
Brandon Scott Mauser
Laura Camille Ogden
Russell A. Robertson
Katherine Elizabeth Sansom
Cristina Spencer Seaman
Kaylee B. Semelsberger
Bailey Nicole Shaffer
Samuel Jacob Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Shaffer
Courtney C. Smylie
Zachary C. Temple
Rui Wang
Michaela Noel West
Anna P. Yslava
Anran Zhang

cum laude

Jacob Alexander Addison
Jeffrey K. Angeloff
Justice H. Cauley
Charles Hamp Chaffin III
David Michael Coile III
Kaitlin Ann Coyle
Jacob Paul Gourley
Emma Lee Green
Matthew Austin Green
Taylor Ellen Griffin
Kelley Hoeffer

Michael K. Lollar
Caitlin Noel Long
Tessa Nicole Lovorn
Chelsie Marie McClintock
Cody Bryant Moring
Michael Becker O’Shaughnessey
Nyla Danielle Owen
Griffin Hill Rudolph, Jr.
Robert James Sheppard
Brandon Kevin Sinanan
Charles Adam Sullivan
Anida Sunthana Viravong
Yaqi Wan
Yuhan Wu
Autumn Brooke Yates
Jianan Yin
Zhikai Zhang
Bachelors Of Science In Commerce And Business Administration

Kody Adams - West Jordan, UT
Jacob Alexander Addison - Seneca, SC
Abby M. Aderholdt-Pinson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Robert Austin Adkins - McCalla, AL
Michael David Ahearn, Jr. - Trumbull, CT
Andrea Lovise Estelle Albright - Mobile, AL
Kawthar Alexia - Northport, AL
James Doc Allen - Jackson, AL
Blaine Garrett Anderson - Charlotte, NC
Colter Koch Anderson - Dallas, TX
Aaron Michael Andrews - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jeffrey K. Angeloff - Cottondale, AL
Jamarko DeQuise Archibald - Tuscaloosa, AL
Griffin Edward Arlt - Tyrone, GA
Chase Alan Atkinson - Grayson, GA
James Kelley Christian Avolese - Fayetteville, TN
James A. Barnes - Muscle Shoals, AL
Ryan M. Barrick - Lawrenceville, GA
Andrew William Bass - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mary Brennan Casey - Montgomery, AL
Lauren C. Baumli - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
William Alexander Brown - Birmingham, AL
Anthony Scott Budde - Goose Creek, SC
Sarah Gabel Burdette - Vestavia Hills, AL
University Honors
Callan Alexander Burns - Tuscaloosa, AL
Johnathan R. Burpo - Snellville, GA
Jake Douglas Busboom - Coppel, TX
Brennan Aaron Bush - Cottondale, AL
Jacquena L'oree Callhoun - Montgomery, AL
Christopher Michael Camaraza - Fort Lauderdale, FL
Robert Patrick Camp - Columbus, OH
University Honors
Ashley R. Carlisle - Tuscaloosa, AL
Arthur K. Carr - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kasey L. Carswell - Bessemer, AL
Mary Brennan Casey - Cincinnati, OH
Justice H. Cauley - Salem, AL
Robert Michael Cerwin - Grosse Pointe, MI
Charles Hamp Chaffin III - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Alyx B. Chandler - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lifang Chen - Tuscaloosa, AL
Liji Chen - Hangzhou, China
Yunlin Chen - Quanzhou, China
Delores Virginia Chichi - Mineola, NY
Danielle V. Chinnici - Tuscaloosa, AL
Raeanna Leigh Cierocke - Cottondale, AL
Quentina D. Clayton - Madison, AL
David Michael Coile III - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jordan P. Cole - Huntsville, AL
University Honors
David James Cornwell - Norman, OK
Bryan Alan Corr, Jr. - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kaitlin Ann Coyle - Davie, FL
Jordan Ashley Crawford - Lacespring, AL
Amesha Credit - Waldorf, MD
Paige Leigh Cromer - Crestview, FL
University Honors
William C. Crowe - Covington, LA
Katelyn Dawn Cutshall - Butler, AL
Devon Jon Davidson - Los Angeles, CA
Jack Michael Davidson - Mobile, AL
Alex Louis Davis - Derry, NH
Catherine Anne Davis - Trussville, AL
Johnathan Adams Davis, Jr. - Marietta, GA
Ogden Shropshire Deaton, Jr. - Birmingham, AL
University Honors
Alexander Thomas Laszlo Dent - Tuscaloosa, AL
Riti R. Desai - Hoover, AL
Sean Thomas Donegan - Coto de Caza, CA
Neil Robert Donetti - Orion, MI
University Honors
Brandon Joseph Dooley - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ruiying Du - Xi'an, China
Giles Miller Duncan III - Tuscaloosa, AL
Rucker Agee Durkee, Jr. - Birmingham, AL
Barrett William Elder - Madison, AL
Emily Catherine Ellis - Fitpatrick, AL
University Honors
Hayden Everett Ellis - Birmingham, AL
University Honors
John Deming Ellis III - Charlotte, NC
Patrick Stephen Estberg - West Chester, PA
Mingyang Fan - Hu Zhou, China
Hao Fang, Sr. - Jinan, China
Sara Jessica Farmer - Sylacauga, AL
John Daniel Faulkner - Acworth, GA
Zachary W. Feinstone - Memphis, TN
Weiying Feng - Birmingham, AL
James Marlon Ferguson III - Collierville, TN
John Thaddeus Ferretti, Jr. - Jupiter, FL
Christopher Scott Fielding - Killen, AL
Meaghan N. Fitzgerald - Ridgeville, SC
Kelley Armstrong Floyd - Navarre, FL
Malcolm Alexander Foley - Shalimar, FL
Colby C. Ford - Talladega, AL
Kyle Wayne Ford - Pell City, AL
Thomas Andrew Forline - Moorsetown, NJ
John C. Forrest - Pelham, AL
Wesley Reid Funderburk - Birmingham, AL
Jennifer Hall Gaddy - Chesterfield, SC
Alvaro Garcia - Albertville, AL
Allexa Kaitlin Gardner - Lawrenceville, GA
University Honors
Chelsie Alexis Gates - Tuscaloosa, AL
Emma Katherine Guildenzopf - Grapevine, TX
University Honors
William P. Gilmore - Prattville, AL
Carlos Gimenez - Mobile, AL
Lonne Justin Golightly III - Tuscaloosa, AL
Rachel Katherine Gooch - Athens, AL
University Honors
Robert Coursay Gorham - Birmingham, AL
Nicholas Allen Gorman - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jacob Paul Gourley - Beal AFB, CA
Kathryn Elizabeth Grabach - Altamonte Springs, FL
Jasmine Monique Grant - Montgomery, AL
Jatori Keshuna Graves - Millbrook, AL
Nicholas T. Graves - Albertville, AL
Emma Lee Green - Harvest, AL
University Honors
Matthew Austin Green - Harvest, AL
William Bradley Green, Jr. - Vestavia Hills, AL
University Honors
Haley Elizabeth Greene - Fayette, AL
Taylor Ellen Griffin - Douglasville, GA
Zachary Tyler Griffith - Dothan, AL
Austin Taylor Griggs - Rolling Hills Estates, CA
John George Guglietti III - Norwood, MA
John Murray Guin, Jr. - Gordo, AL
Hugh Holden Guly - Vestavia Hills, AL
Yuqing Guo - Shanghai, China
Sheila R. Hair - Tuscaloosa, AL
Patrick Hanlon Hale - Mobile, AL
Lindsay Claire Haley - Pelham, AL
Adam Wesley Hall - Nolensville, TN
Michael D. Hambrick - Birmingham, AL
Austin Riley Hamilton - Arab, AL
Jay Allan Hamilton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jonathan Andrew Hampton - Hartselle, AL
Xianzhong Han - Tuscaloosa, AL
James Truett Harris - Brentwood, TN
Philip Weston Harris - Natchitoches, LA
Benjamin Scott Harrison - Trussville, AL
Benjamin E. Hartmann - Hoover, AL
Haoshan He - Changsha, China
Britni Ann Hearn - Huntsville, AL
William Nathaniel Heatsill - Birmingham, AL
University Honors
Kelsey Hayes Heaton - Enterprise, AL
Mitchell Vito Henson - Palos Park, IL
Hunter Charles Henson - Selma, AL
Alexandra Jean Herren - Brownsboro, AL
Kelsey L. Herren - Citronelle, AL
Miles Garrett Herring - Troy, AL
Nicole Patrice Hodnett - Ozark, AL
Kelley Hoefle - Huntsville, AL
Tyler Phillip Hoffman - Houston, TX
Tyler Joseph Hohbach - Ozark, AL
Damon Joseph Holditch - Hoover, AL
Brent W. Hood - Daphne, AL
summa cum laude
Allison Michelle Cohen
Karley Nicole Fernandez
John-Wesley Jeremiah Johnson
Lauren Gabriella Jones
Fadi S. Mohamed
Anna Elizabeth Montgomery
Brian Lloyd Ogden
Dylan McLain Stephenson
Laura Danielle Testino

magna cum laude
Turner Copeland Waddell
Rachel Hayes Wilburn
Megan Ashleigh Zartman

cum laude
Caroline Shepherd Alexander
Courtney Sheridan Cannon
Adam Julius Chalmers
Elizabeth Lane Gill
Jacqueline Paige Henderson
Davie G. Higinbotham II

Bachelors Of Arts In Communication and Information Sciences

Communication and Information Sciences

Alexander Samuel Abell - Nashville, TN
Weston Hall Abernathy - Birmingham, AL
Caroline Shepherd Alexander - Tuscaloosa, AL
Alexa Morgan Armstrong - Southaven, MS
Dedrick Matthew Arnold - Ashland, KS
Alexandra Elise Ashcraft - Montgomery, AL
Kathryn Leigh Astle - Longwood, FL
Samantha Therese Auer - Danville, CA
John Tyler Bailey - Rainsville, AL
Raiha Naeem Bajwa - Tuscaloosa, AL
William Patrick Balchunas - Miramar Beach, FL
Paige Marie Beavan - Tuscaloosa, AL
Katherine Ann Beliles - Hilton Head Island, SC
Briana Nicole Bettison - Eightmile, AL
Jordyn Kelsey Biffle - Tuscaloosa, AL
Hinton McCoy Bishop - Mountain Brook, AL
Lindsey Raye Bond - Hope Valley, RI
Mackenzie Elisabeth Boone - Nashville, NC
Blain Bradley - Wyckoff, NJ
Parker Stephenson Branton - Rome, GA
Caroline Elizabeth Bratton - Brentwood, TN
Peyton Ansley Brown - Clayton, AL
Brooke Elizabeth Budnik - Decatur, GA
University Honors
Brooke Marie Buehler - Ellicott City, MD

John Benjamin Bundy - Northport, AL
Courtney Sheridan Cannon - Collierville, TN
Marisha Shenae Carter - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kathryn F. Catina - Stroudsburg, PA
Billy Joe Causey, Jr. - Deatsville, AL
Adam Julius Chalmers - Cincinnati, OH
University Honors
Alyx B. Chandler - Tuscaloosa, AL
Skylar Madelyn Chans - Johns Creek, GA
University Honors
Sungwha Cheong - Montgomery, AL
Chase Harrison Clark - Birmingham, AL
Allison Michelle Cohen - Alpharetta, GA
Ashley Brook Colter - Gainesville, VA
Colin Callahan Cooper - Newtown, CT

Patrick D. Copeland - Pike Road, AL
John Bennett Costello - Vincent, AL
Tyler Scott Cottingham - Brent, AL
Scarlett E. Crews - Boaz, AL
Westleigh Madeline Cutts - Houston, TX
Ashley Lauren Davidson - Cumming, GA
Darrick D. Dawkins - Harvest, AL
Aubrey Jean Del-Rio - Santa Rosa Beach, FL
Lauren Nicole Deseno - Hoover, AL
Parker T. Deuel - Alama, CA
Douglas Lee Dillingham - Northport, AL
University Honors
Emily Kate Durden - Ozark, AL
Tyler Joseph Eastman - San Ramon, CA
Matthew Grant Edgeworth - Vance, AL
summa cum laude
Adam Bailey Cabaniss
Rebecca Jo Chaffee
Sarah Evelyn Foster
Sarah Elizabeth Frasier
Kristen N. Hood
Linlee Hughes Karn
Makenzie Rae Mann
Laura Leigh McKibben
Jacquelyn Alane Misencik
Garrison James Pugh

Andrea McKenzie Rock
Haley Michelle Walczak
Lacey Brooke Wood

magna cum laude
Sarah Emily Black
Blair Olmsted Hull
Danielle R. Johnson
Ashley Kate Kepler
Luci Danielle Lewis
Rhianna Lee Payne

Hayleigh Lauren Rosser
Alexus Yvette Smith
Jordan Kyle Smith
Ashley Nicole Warren

cum laude
Cyd’ni Morgan Al-Jabsheh
Shelby Lea Cranford
Victoria Held Fowler
Haley Nicole Garner
Jamie Tray Gilbert

Shelby R. Harkness
Bethany Lauren Henry
Gina Michelle Karvellas
Tiffany Ford Langs
Angela Michelle Nichols
Sarah Anne Setterstrom
Leslie Ann Shupe
Maci Warren
Bachelors Of Science
In Education

Mary Katherine Adkins - Roswell, GA
Cyd’ni Morgan Al-Jabsheh - Tuscaloosa, AL
Melanie F. Alterio - Tuscaloosa, AL
Anthony Averett, Jr. - Glassboro, NJ
Katherine Ana Baro - Apopka, FL
Berry Demond Bess - Greenville, AL
Sarah Emily Black - Rainsville, AL
Michael Aaron Brosz - Hueytown, AL
Caleb Taylor Brown - Scottsboro, AL
Nicholas Louis Buckson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Adam Bailey Cabaniss - Daphne, AL
Rebecca Jo Chaffee - Folsom, CA
Shelbie Lynn Clark - Scottsboro, AL
Elizabeth Mackenzie Cobb - Richmond, VA
Shelby Lea Cranford - Woodville, AL
Chelsey Renee Cyr - Tuscaloosa, AL
Alexandria Rosanne D’Angelo - Haddon Township, NJ
Mitchell S. Deaton - Madison, AL
Brooke Alexandra English - Pinson, AL
Micaela Danielle Facchina - Newburg, MD
Rheem Falkins - West Wego, LA
Patrick Pierce Farley - Cottondale, AL
Keely Shea Fields - Opeika, AL
Kevin Patrick Fitzgerald - Midland Park, NJ
Sarah Evelyn Foster - Birmingham, AL
Victoria Held Fowler - Tuscaloosa, AL
Sarah Elizabeth Frasier - Selma, AL
Mark Taylor Garlington - Hoover, AL
Haley Nicole Garner - Northport, AL
Matthew Benjamin Gibson - Columbiana, AL
Ashleigh Gilbert - Daphne, AL
Jamie Tray Gilbert - Crossville, AL
Taylor Michelle Gomsrud - Tacoma, WA
Bailey L. Goodson - Trussville, AL
Jeremy Blake Graham - Winfield, AL
Johanna Catherine Graham - Hoover, AL
Trent A. Graham - Montgomery, AL
Ryan David Greene - Northport, AL
Hannah Marie Gregory - Northport, AL
Annie Laura Hammer - Atlanta, GA
Olivia Kimbel Hardenbergh - Chelsea, AL
Shelby R. Hankness - Tuscaloosa, AL
Andrew Kenneth Harris - Jasper, AL
Andrea Janette Hawkins - Bay City, TX
Bethany Lauren Henry - Huntsville, AL
Kathleen Elizabeth Hoban - Mayo, MD
Kristen N. Hood - Rainsville, AL
Jeffrey David Hubbard - Hoover, AL
Blair Olmsted Hull - Tuscaloosa, AL
Preston J. Hunt - Madison, AL
Taylor A. Hutchins - Tuscaloosa, AL
Stetson Laruqis Ingram - Montgomery, AL
Cordermo Say’Von Irwin - Birmingham, AL
Erika James - Tuscaloosa, AL
Danielle R. Johnson - Liberty Township, OH
Stephanie Lynn Johnson - Jemison, AL
Linlee Hughes Karr - Clanton, AL
Gina Michelle Karvellas - Ramsey, NJ
Ashley Kate Kepler - Pelham, AL
Bentley Fletcher King - New Market, AL
Sarah Nicole Kitchen - Seminole, FL
Tiffany Ford Langs - Duncanville, AL
Julie Ellen Leonard - Lebanon, VA
Emily Elizabeth Lewis - Sylvanville, AL
Luci Danielle Lewis - Aliceville, AL
Hartley Christine Little - Mobile, AL
Josie R. Loar - Jacksonville, FL
Makenzie Rae Mann - Winfield, AL
Monique Maynla Martin - Sandy Springs, GA
Trentin Martin - Maylene, AL
John William Maxwell - Birmingham, AL
Cole J. Mazza - Tuscaloosa, AL
Tiffani Anne McNoran - Tuscaloosa, AL
Laura Leigh McKibben - Colorado Springs, CO
University Honors
Robert Ashton McLeod - Tuscaloosa, AL
Auburn Christine Mercer - Matthews, NC
Jacquelyn Alane Misencik - Avon, OH
Gregory Caleb Mitchell - Guin, AL
Shannon Monique Newell - Atlanta, GA
Angela Michelle Nichols - Springville, AL
Shelby Katherine O’Donnell - Marietta, GA
Sierra Nicole Ruth Patterson - Daphne, AL
Rhianna Lee Payne - Blountsville, AL
Alexandra Nicholle Perello - Miami, FL
Kayley Brooke Peters - Dora, AL
Tanner Stephen Pratt - Niceville, FL
Garrison James Pugh - Hoover, AL
Amanda Beth Ridgway - Huntsville, AL
Andrea McKenzie Rock - Overland Park, KS
University Honors
Jordyn T. Rogers - Hayden, AL
Hayleigh Lauren Rosser - Bessemer, AL
Karlynn Marshae Savage - Selma, AL
Sarah Anne Setterstrom - Mobile, AL
Richard Edward Sharper III - Tuscaloosa, AL
Leslie Ann Shupe - Oakley, CA
Hailey Elizabeth Simmons - Alton, IL
Shannon Lynne Simril - Hoover, AL
Alexus Yvette Smith - Orlando, FL
Jillian Anne Smith - Fairhope, AL
Jordan Kyle Smith - Sylacauga, AL
Maria Vaughn Spano - Trussville, AL
Jessica K. Sutton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Elijah Jamal Taylor - Montgomery, AL
Gregory James Temofeew - Tuscaloosa, AL
J’Lynn LaShay Timmons - GrandBay, AL
Haley Michelle Walczak - Tampa, FL
Ashley Nicole Warren - Mechanicsville, MD
Mac Warren - Birmingham, AL
Lacey Brooke Wood - Jasper, AL
Savannah Robin Wright - Birmingham, AL

Education
Engineering

College of Engineering

CHARLES L. KARR, DEAN

BETH A. TODD, MARSHAL

ALEXANDER HAINEN, MARSHAL

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Sean Edward O’Rear Phillips - Homewood, AL

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Husain Alsalam - Tuscaloosa, AL
Clay Beasley Birch - Athens, AL
Steven Paul Bissey - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kaitlin Anne Carlson - Santa Ana, CA
Katherine Ellen Donaldson - Arlington, TX
Carson Cain Edwards - Madison, AL
Nicholas Ryan Elliott - Mosely, VA
Cole Jean Evans - San Clemente, CA

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Hatem Mohammed Alghamdi - Yanbu Industrial City, Saudi Arabia
Andrew Joseph Bernard - Charlotte, NC
Blair Morganne Butler - Newtown, PA
Lauren Ashley Ruta - Madison, AL

Cum laude

Jacob Levi Acker
Colin J. Anderson
Nathaniel Robert Barr
Michael Phillip Bong
David J. Culotta, Jr.
Richard Royer Downing, Jr.
Mckenzie Christine Evans
Alexandra Victoria Hedges
Joseph Arden Hollingsworth
Miranda Nicole Lee

University Honors

Jacob Mark Robinson
Samuel T. Shirley
Adie Primus Subram
Travis Wayne Taylor
Cooper Haddad Welch
Kaitlin Anne Carlson
Carson Cain Edwards
Joseph Warren Jacobs
Adel Abdullah Mohammed
Kevin Michael Shannon

Samuel T. Shirley - Madison, AL
Heather Elizabeth Smith - Tuscaloosa, AL
Evan Franklin Webb - Birmingham, AL
Kyle C. Weidlein - Tuscaloosa, AL
Aaron N. Williams - Decatur, AL

University Honors

Geoffrey Reid Goeters - Waverly, AL
Austin Dean Haley - Theodore, AL
Hunter Keith Hall - Fyffe, AL
Shaw Sutton Klein - Pleasanton, NE
Zachariah Collin McCall - Daphne, AL
Barbara Ellen McDonald - Lawrenceburg, KY
Christopher Michael McPhail - Pearland, TX
Graham H. Miles - Hoover, AL
Brianna J. Milner - Montgomery, AL
Nikole Sina Nijenkamp - Roswell, GA
Franklin Akobundu Okie - Madison, AL
Houston Louise Ramsey - Buhl, AL
Jacob Mark Robinson - Vero Beach, FL
Lauren Ashley Ruta - Madison, AL

University Honors

John Nicholas Cheplin - Tuscaloosa, AL
Brandon Robert Christensen - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jessica Nicole Crane - Alabaster, AL
Roxanne Alice Daubois - Dallas, TX
Kevin Lane Dodd - Haleyville, AL
Joshua Bland Donnell - Birmingham, AL
Cassidy Nicole Duke - Pleasant Grove, AL
Cassidy Matthew Holley - Hoover, AL

University Honors

Cassidy Matthew Holley - Tuscaloosa, AL

University Honors

Jacob A. Holtum - Samson, AL
Joseph Warren Jacobs - Northport, AL
Jontrey D. King - Sweetwater, AL
Madison Carly Kruk - Gulf Shores, AL
Jennifer Sheryl Lester - Overland Park, KS
Jasmine Amanda Mayes - Birmingham, AL
Kathryn Mary Frances McCoy - Spanish Fort, AL
Bachelors Of Science In Computer Science

Jared M. Beach - Tuscaloosa, AL
Gregory Bowen - Birmingham, AL
Calvin James Bryan - Tuscaloosa, AL
Uday Kumar Cherukuri - Cordova, TN
Jessica Marie Covington - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jordan Simone Gill - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kaden S. Goodell - Tuscaloosa, AL
Caitlin Ruth Hanley - Boynton Beach, FL
University Honors
Computer-Based Honors
Alexander Scott Heath - Banks, OR
Alexandra Victoria Hedges - Hoover, AL
Katherine Grace Hill - Madison, AL
Kelly Leigh Kashuda - Gulf Shores, AL
Benjamin Thomas Kidd - Coker, AL
Jonathan Aaron Merklin - Marysville, OH
Alexandria Elizabeth Ogden - Alpharetta, GA
Matthew Blake Parker - Thomasville, AL
Austin A. Pinkerton - Madison, MS
University Honors
Computer-Based Honors
Brandon Chase Poole - Charlotte, NC
University Honors
William Ellis Colby Schultz - Harvest, AL
Kevin Michael Shannon - Birmingham, AL
University Honors
Norman KaShaun Sipp - Clinton, MS
Austyn G. Trull - Kennedy, AL

Bachelors Of Science In Construction Engineering

Joshua Albert Cratsenberg - Limerick, PA
Scott Ray McBee - Tuscaloosa, AL
John Carroll Turner - Birmingham, AL

Bachelors Of Science In Electrical Engineering

Jacob Levi Acker - Carrollton, AL
Thomas Houston Arnold - Tuscaloosa, AL
Nathaniel Robert Barr - Orange, TX
University Honors
Jarod A. Beasley - Kennedy, AL
Jillian Annynce Bibbins - Montgomery, AL
Jamier J. Davis - Alabaster, AL
J’Len Patrick James Dowdy - Madison, AL
Joseph Richard Ezekiel - Florence, AL
Matthew Reid Gunter - Jacksonville, AL
Byron J-Mil Hall - Valley Grande, AL
Aaron J. Hassell - Gardendale, AL
Tyler Carrington Hill - Alabaster, AL
Brandon C. Hughes - Coker, AL
Aarish Kirk Imrie - Killen, AL
Robert Houston Lamb - Knoxville, AL
Samuel Hawkins Light - Coker, AL
Seattle Phillip Martinez - Weatherford, TX
Erick D. Moore - Selma, AL
Abdoulaye D. Ndiaye - Aiken, SC
James Huntson Rogers III - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Computer-Based Honors
Logan Reece Simpson - Killen, AL
Jason Christopher Speare - Eastvale, CA
Joseph Eddie Lewis Sullen - Tuskegee, AL
Travis Wayne Taylor - Murfreesboro, TN
University Honors
Zhe Yang - Tuscaloosa, AL
Deen Yuan - Shanghai, China
Jiamiao Zhao - Chengguan, China

Bachelors Of Science In Mechanical Engineering

Michael Wallace Alden - Annapolis, MD
Colin J. Anderson - Gulf Shores, AL
Colton Thomas Baugh - Linden, AL
David Austin Benson - Huntsville, AL
Kevin Michael Bolger - Annapolis, MD
Michael Phillip Bong - Huntsville, AL
Henry Clay Bright IV - Nashville, TN
Matthew Lee Brown - Dadeville, AL
William Chase Burch - Fairhope, AL
Hayward E. Chapman II - Tuscaloosa, AL
Bryan Anthony Clark - Matthews, NC
Samuel K. Cofer - Calera, AL
Jacob Terrell Crowder - Mount Olive, AL
David J. Culotta, Jr. - Hoover, AL
Will Charles Deaver - Dallas, TX
Hunter Thomas Dender - Humble, TX
Mason C. Dennis - Baton Rouge, LA
Kenneth Neil McCaulley Devin - College Station, TX
Howard Blake Dobbs, Jr. - Tuscaloosa, AL
Richard Royer Downing, Jr. - Mobile, AL
William Henry Duke III - Tuscaloosa, AL
Gordon Thomas Duran - Tuscaloosa, AL
Patrick Jamison Elliott - Northport, AL
Marcelo Candelaria Estrella - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mckenzie Christine Evans - Moscow, ID
Michael C. Faulkner, Jr. - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jonathan E. Garber - Centerville, OH
Nathaniel A. Godwin - Greensville, AL
Samuel Otto Hager - Boulder, CO
Antoine Mario Hakim - Derby, KS
Stefan Herz - Tuscaloosa, AL
Matthew Taylor Huckaba - Florence, AL
John Robert Hunt, Jr. - Tuscaloosa, AL
Anderson James Kay - Brentwood, TN
James R. Kessler - Eufaula, AL
Myungsun Kim - Montgomery, AL
Alan Joseph Koviisto - Phoenix, AZ
University Honors
Hannah M. Mehlhoff - Alabaster, AL
Matthew Conner Kurasz - Ozark, AL

Bachelors Of Science In Metallurgical Engineering

Matthew Hugh Gilbert - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mason Andrew McKechnie - Gurtley, AL
Miranda Nicole Lee - Northport, AL
University Honors
Michael Edward Long - Decatur, AL
Alexander Scott Maeder - Plano, TX
Connor Lee Martin - Monroe, GA
Shelby Lynn Massey - Tuscaloosa, AL
Adel Abdullah Mohammed - Jabriya, Kuwait
Scott C. Nagy - Tyler, AL
Steven C. Otten - Omaha, NE
Caroline Stanford Penhallegon - Cotottadale, AL
Brandon James Phillips - Nashville, TN
Aaron James Powers - Tuscaloosa, AL
Eric Vincent Rangel - Hendersonville, TN
Lauren Elizabeth Riley - Northport, AL
Alston L. Roberson - Canton, GA
Deidra Renee Robinson - Northport, AL
David Michael Russell - Columbiana, AL
John Herbert Dumont Savell - Mobile, AL
Elizabeth Marie Scheig - Trophy Club, TX
Jonathan Peter Sharp - Houston, TX
William Christian Simms - Birmingham, AL
Seth Cecil Smith - Phil Campbell, AL
Lee P. Soble - Marietta, GA
Joshua Andrew Stinson - Trussville, AL
Adie Primus Subram - Aurora, IL
Zachary Andrew Thomas - Hartselle, AL
Charlie J. Walker - Grant, AL
Cooper Haddad Welch - McKinney, TX
Benjamin Harris Wright - Helena, AL
Siyu Wu, Jr. - Jericho, NY

Engineering
College of Human Environmental Sciences

Milla D. Boschung, Dean
Mary Liz Curtner-Smith, Marshal
Maria Hernandez-Reif, Marshal

summa cum laude
Michelle Pamela Abbey
Miranda Claire Barrett
Chih-ting Chen
Brooks Elizabeth Cochran
McKayla Lee Edmonds
Chelsea Quinlan Edwards
Sara Marie Erdman
MaKayla Danielle Estes
Samuel Austin Glenn
Stephanie Brooke Heinlein
Caroline R. Hughes

Marium Kamal
Kristina Jean Landy
Abbey Michelle Lewis
Aimee Jo McDonough
Rosario Margoth Moore
Kaitlin Maureen Mulcahy

magna cum laude
Bridge Ann Bostic
Mary Brennan Casey
Ashley Marie Donovan
Jordan Elizabeth Doucet
Katherine Horton Frew

Bachelors of Arts
Daniel A. Rosen - Bellaire, TX
Conner M. Vlerebome - Birmingham, AL
Edward Lee Willcoxon V - Montgomery, AL
Ruth Celeste Yarbrough - Tuscaloosa, AL

Bachelors of Science
Ansel Adams - Huntsville, AL
Sophia Victoria Adrian - Miami Beach, FL
Ahmed Adam Ali - Houston, TX
Bayleigh Maurine Andrews - Citronelle, AL
James Clifton Burkhalter III - Fayette, AL
Chandler Nicole Carter - Olympia Fields, IL
Joshua L. Dillon - Tuscaloosa, AL
Maeghan Skyl Gugliotta - Jemison, AL
Rachel Alane Harp - Mt. Olive, AL
Kyla Blaze Holland - Boaz, AL
Bryan Joseph Hopkins - Tuscaloosa, AL
Tyasha Lashun Jackson - Centerpoint, AL
Ianser L. Johnson - Autauga, AL
Cindy Kim - Huntsville, AL

Bachelors of Science in Human Environmental Sciences
Michelle Pamela Abbey - San Diego, CA
Amanda Angelique Abraham - Bolton, MA
Sophia Victoria Adrian - Miami Beach, FL
Sutton Elyse Aiken - Madison, MS

Allison June Gregg
Morgan Lauren Grimmitt
Kristen Leigh Holliday
Bryan Joseph Hopkins
Joy Kim Turner Larison
Morgan Ashley McDaniel
Nichole M. Rupocinski
Xiaoting Sun
Meagan Leigh Young

summa cum laude
Amanda Angelique Abraham
Sophia Victoria Adrian

Collin A. Bunyan - Houston, TX
Robert A. Burdette - Birmingham, AL
Natalie Ann Burkile - Foley, AL
Jessica Kristine Butler - Riverside, MO
Tibailin Cai - Gallin, China
Darrick B. Carr - Marietta, GA
Mary Brennen Casey - Cincinnati, OH
Chih-ting Chen - Birmingham, AL
Heidi DeAnn Clayton - Sacramento, CA
Brooks Elizabeth Cochran - Hoover, AL
Jeanette Conner - Tuscaloosa, AL
Natalie Nicole Cook - Irondale, AL
Allison Paige Cooper - Silverhill, AL
Daniel James Cucjen - Shreveport, LA
Heather Gloria Kapuanani Cuellar - Alameda, CA
Samantha Marie Cupero - Madison, AL
Lauren Nicole Danielson - Brentwood, TN
Catherine Marie Darby - Birmingham, AL
Angela M. Davis - Paris, TN
Lindsay Rene Davis - Charlotte, NC
Miesha T. Davis - Hoover, AL
Ainsley Helene DeNoia - Anderson, SC
Paige Michelle Denton - Huntsville, AL
Sandi Nicole Dewberry - Harvest, AL
Crystal Ann Dickey - Roadeville, VA
Keneshia R. Dickinson - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ashley Marie Donovan - Enterprise, AL
University Honors
Jordan Elizabeth Doucet - Daphne, AL
University Honors
Lauren Kaa Dunnham - Fairhope, AL
Courtini Danyelle DuPree - Birmingham, AL
Mckayla Lee Edmonds - Grant, AL
Chelsea Quinlan Edwards - Fairfield, CA
Kelsey D. Edwards - Opelika, AL
Lora Raegan Eiland - Andalusia, AL
Kayla Danielle Elliott - Mobile, AL
Sara Marie Erdman - Paso Robles, CA
MaKayla Danielle Estes - Winfield, AL
Nicholas Bryant Etheridge - Brewton, AL
Quyson Cannon Eubanks - Laxley, AL
Brittany Danielle Falls - Northport, AL
Samantha Taylor Farr - Greenwich, CT
Leslie Marie Fingerhut - Great Falls, VA
Reuben B. Foster - Dadeville, AL
Katherine Horton Frew - Hampton, VA
Micah James Gaines - Jacksonville, AL
Jesse Alexander Galinski - Troy, AL
Angela Maria Galzerano - Huntsville, AL
Jessica Ann Garcia - Enterprise, AL
Molly E. Gaston - Russellville, AL
Victoria J. Gater - Birmingham, AL
Macey Tahmaseb Gay - Birmingham, AL
Cassie Murphy Giammarino - Seaford, NY
Jamie Ann Gilliland - Buhl, AL
Anna Raine Glascock - Lookout Mountain, GA
Samuel Austin Glenn - Tuscaloosa, AL
Maya Christine Glynn - Santa Cruz, CA
Staige Davis Goffigon - Cape Charles, VA
Macy Jayne Goodwin - Greenville, SC
Eden Aurelia Gosney - Sarasota, FL
Otis Green, Jr. - Waipahu, HI
Dara Lee Anne Greene - Mobile, AL
Allison June Gregg - Cedar Falls, IA
Ryan James Gregory - Tuscaloosa, AL
Morgan Lauren Grimmitt - Tuscalia, AL
Elijah Paul Groshell - Tacoma, WA
Toxey Daniel Haas IV - Mobile, AL
Kimberly Hall - Puysallip, WA
Casey Alan Hassett - Hoover, AL
Jessie Nicole Hayward - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jillian Laine Heaton - Enterprise, AL
Stephanie Brooke Heinlein - Auburn, GA
Rebecca Jane Henderson - Birmingham, AL
Sarah Elizabeth Henni - Tampa, FL
Kendall Leigh Herman - Palm Beach Shores, FL
Jennifer Marie Hertsch - Hampstead, MD
Vickie V. Hill - Tuscaloosa, AL
Christopher Thomas Hinshaw - Medina, OH
Hannah E. Hoertz - Louisville, KY
Kyle Hampton Hogg - Northport, AL
Arianna A. Holleran - New Orleans, LA
Kristen Leigh Holliday - Odenville, AL
David Kenneth Holtsford - Montgomery, AL
Sara Elizabeth Hooker - Gurley, AL
Jacob Kevin Howard - Columbus, GA
Caroline R. Hughes - Decatur, AL
Samantha Cornelia Hughes - Dallas, GA
Elizabeth Diane Iliya - Dallas, TX
Albert L. Ingram III - Harrisburg, IL
Eddie Lee Jackson III - Lauderdale Lakes, FL
Janie Reese Jackson - Huntsville, AL
William E. Jackson, Jr. - Decatur, AL
Tara Johns - Hoover, AL
Ambrinna S. Jones - Macon, MS
Marium Kamal - Watervliet, MI
Rachel Benney Kaplan - Long Island City, NY
Erin Maleah King - Muscle Shoals, AL
Matthew Tilford King - Bethesda, MD
John A. Klein - Tuscaloosa, AL
Monifa Tahira Knight - Tuscaloosa, AL
Nicole Margaret Kramer - Fort Worth, TX
George Y. Ladd - Daphne, AL
Gabrielle S. Lamay - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kristina Jean Landy - Nazereth, PA
Willetha Sheriah Lang - Tuscaloosa, AL
Joy Kim Turner Larison - San Antonio, TX
Timothy James Larkin - West Islip, NY
Daphne Inzer Lee - Gadsden, AL
Jessica R. Lemay - Wellesley, MA
Alexa T. Lemon - Fairfield Station, VA
Savanah Lee Leppell - Danville, CA
Abby Michelle Lewis - Eufaula, AL
Susannah Brooks Lewis - Tuscaloosa, AL
Elizabett A. Light - Gardendale, AL
Pey-Lih Ho Littler - Carlsbad, CA
Me-Shel Hope Looney - Troutman, NC
Katherine Grace Lowenthal - Metaire, LA
Martin Anthony Lyons - Smithtown, NY
LaDarian R. Mack - Phenix City, AL
Mary Ann McAnnally - Hoover, AL
Kayla Jay McCombs - Pinson, AL
Maddison Amelia McCullough - Saint Peters, MO
Morgan Ashley McDaniel - Mobile, AL
University Honors
Aimee Jo McDonough - Enterprise, AL
Maegan Green McGill - Northport, AL
Taylor Marissa McNickel - Tuscaloosa, AL
Shammam Elaine Meadows - Valley, AL
Elizabeth Jane Medlock - Marianna, AR
Arianna Elizabeth Meyer - Demarest, NJ
Nathaniel D. Mixon - Monroeville, AL
Meghan Reign Morgan-Kutter - Gulf Shores, AL
Brandon Tyler Moore - Duncanville, AL
Rosario Margoth Moore - Birmingham, AL
Kailtin Maureen Mulchay - Bloomington, MN
Shannon Kay Mulliniks - Aledo, TX
Grady Daniel Murray - Jacksonville, FL
Gabrielle Nation - Birmingham, AL
Baleigh M. Newman - Bridgeport, AL
Hannah Kate Notaro - Thomasville, GA
James Sean O’Malley - San Juan Capistrano, CA
Dacri A. Overstreet - Gulf Shores, AL
Joshua Henry Palet - Chula Vista, CA
Meropi Panagiotou - Nicosia, Cyprus
Jonathan Bradley Paramore - Birmingham, AL
Daisy Lee Parker-Paulson - Lake Elsinore, CA
Kristin Sue Perry - Nauvoo, AL
Trevor David Petersen - Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Delia Pizzella-Ianoae - Carlsbad, CA
Bentley Elizabeth Phelps - Swansboro, GA
Stephen Foster Phillips - Decatur, AL
Brittany Elizabeth Pierson - Cartersville, GA
Ashley Blair Poag - Fayetteville, NC
Jillian Richelle Pomeroy - Atlanta, GA
Natalie Blair Poppell - Montgomery, AL
Shariya Dieshaw Pryor - Troy, AL
Robyn S. Quillens - Arlington, TX
Matthew David Ransom - Brookwood, AL
Anna Mikal Reed - Tuscaloosa, AL
Adrienne Marshalle Rich - Winter Springs, FL
Shanicqua L. Richardson - Phenix City, AL
Quintonsha Shanell Robinson - Letohatchee, AL
Abigail Martin Rodgers - Franklin, TN
Justin Phocian Rodgers - Bay Minette, AL
Sarah Elizabeth Rollison - Marietta, GA
Abby J. Rotenreich - Atlanta, GA
Heather Hackett Rowley - Justin, TX
Ricardo Robert Ruiz - Topkea, KS
Nicole M. Rupocinski - Las Vegas, NV

Kasyn A. Ryan - Moundville, AL
Shannon R. Saltsgaver - Orlando, FL
Brittany Lynn Sandberg - Melbourne, FL
William A. Schweer - Birmingham, AL
Z’Merra X’Jarmahne Scott - Northport, AL
Kendall Justine Scullion - Novato, CA
Brian Thomas Segneri - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jessilyn Lacy Sellers - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ross W. Settle - New Knoxville, OH
Jason Matthew Short - Brookwood, AL
Claire Alexandra Sibley - Fort Mill, SC
Savannah Lentz Sims - Sylacauga, AL
Robert Franklin Smith, Jr. - Huntsville, AL
Heather Cherey Stapley - Vacaville, CA
Bakita Chione Stephens - Madison, AL
Robert B. Stevenson - Birmingham, AL
Lauren Elizabeth Strain - Birmingham, AL
Xiaotong Sun - Beijing, China
Shakaria Briontaé Swain - Talladega, AL
Cecile Mckey Terrell - Athens, GA
Brittany Michelle Thomas - Mt. Olive, AL
Erin Danielle Thomas - Liberty, MO
Katherine Amanda Thompson - Foley, AL
Dustin B. Threlkeld - Spanish Fort, AL
Dalvin D. Tomlinson - Montgomery, AL
David Barr Tutt II - Demopolis, AL
Ashlyn Celeste Vaughan - Morris, AL
Lauren E. Vise - Northport, AL
Brenda Elaine Ward - Vestavia Hills, AL
Angela Boone Washington - Prattville, AL
Lauren Ashleigh Watkins - Rainbow City, AL
Christa Perkins Wesley - Talladega, AL
Anna Geneve West - Tuscaloosa, AL
Christopher T. Wigginton - Jemison, AL
Lauren Marie Wilkinson - Fallbrook, CA
LaTonya Antranette Williamson - Marshall, TX
Samantha Grace Wills - Naples, FL
Kristin Denae Wilson - Alabaster, AL
Madison Nicole Wilson - Honolulu, HI
Paige R. Wimberly - Owens Cross Roads, AL
Laura Kathleen Wood - Lexington, KY
Noelle Jan Woolsey - Coto de Caza, CA
Chad Sterling Wright - Delray Beach, FL
Lauren Jane Wychunas - Pottsville, PA
Meagan Leigh Young - Leeds, AL
Capstone College of Nursing
SUZANNE PREVOST, DEAN
MELONDIE CARTER, MARSHAL

summa cum laude
Keonna C. Betts
Melissa Faith Blanks
Hannah Lee Browdy
Sarah Ann Buchmann
Pauline Yvette Cook
Melondy Cox
Robert T. Cross, Jr
Wendy Denise Davis
Amanda Rae Eaker
Amanda Marie Farnham
Claudia Gore
Asha Parr Hall
Kimberly D. Hester
Samuel Jacob Hood
Rachel Erin Hunnicutt
Melondie Carter, Marshal

magna cum laude
Katelin Hearing Ovvey
Wendy Wilson Pettis
Alisha Skye Plier
DeAnna Lyn Ragan
Rebekah Branscomb Taylor
Amy Varrell Thayer
Marlo Gwen Turley
Seltina Turner Hunter
Kristine Dee Wesley
Laura L. Woodward
Ramona C. Yarbrough

cum laude
Hollie Lane Dobbins
Alexis Taylor Gaskins
Paige Allison Godfrey
Carla Marie Gonzalez
Michael Ann Harbin
Jessica L. Hicks
Darlina Ann Holcomb
Bradley Roy Hollihan
Lezlee Rodgers Kirby
Jami Leigh Livingston
Joy Marie Prinsell
Allison Brooke Rice
Shaquaryn Keiona Rocker
Rhonda Yates Rogers
K. C. Marie Smith
April Morgan Spiller
Kalisha Sher’tevbia Stephens
Michael A. Stephens
Rebecca L. Walker
Jonathan Yi

Vivian Chioma Akabueze
Karen E. Bailey
Jesse Elizabeth Balis
Stephanie Joanna Bell
Antonio Andrew Burtraw
Amanda Jean Cables
Holly Emerson Cooper
Dabness Jeneice Croom
Brandon Andrew Dare

Samantha Ann Baldwin
Lauren Emily Bass
Melea Suzanne Beasley
Haley Michelle Bishop
Olivia Caroline Briscoe
Rachel Lee Bruner
Nicole Lee Ping Chieng
Paula Brooke Creel
Andreas Deneice Croom
Yinessa Nicole Davis-Capacit
Jamie Annette Denmark
Margaret Anne Donnell
Taylor Alexis Douglas
Christopher M. Duff
Natalie Jean Few
Tammy Leigh Fletcher
Zeanabian Dorell Goosby
Jacqueline Wright Griffin
LaRae Elise Haynes
Morgan Elyse Holt
Claire Elise Humphrey

Allison Taylor Hybart
Samten Lachungpa
Mary Catherine Luckie
Charlotte Elizabeth Mason
Eleonor C. McBride
Brenna Leigh Meeks
Anna Katherine Melde
Hannah M. Mitchell
Bradley Mosher
Jennifer Bowman O’Neal
Courtney Marie Petkovich
Ashleigh Nicole Posey
Allie M. Pruitt
Barbara Rose Sandlin
Kathryn Ann Simpson
Robyn Nicole Singer
Madison Noel Stankevich
Erica Michelle Williams
Elizabeth Marley Woody
Patricia Anne Zeller

Bachelors Of Science
in Nursing

Richmond Claire Adams - Birmingham, AL
Vivian Chioma Akabueze - Baford, GA
Amy Suzanne Akel - Trussville, AL
Stephanie Michelle Alaniz - Uriah, AL
Esther Amprofi - Fort Wayne, IN
Laura Elizabeth Anderson - Decatur, AL
Emily Anne Andrews - Tuscaloosa, AL
Allison E. Arthur - Mentor, OH
Brielle Nicolle Bahlman - Setauket, NY

Karen E. Bailey - Pensacola, FL
Samantha Ann Baldwin - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jesse Elizabeth Balis - Millsboro, DE
Caulita Payne Barnes - Tuscaloosa, AL
Safari Marie Barton - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lauren Emily Bass - Jacksonville, AL
Melea Suzanne Beasley - Northport, AL
Stephanie Joanna Bell - Annasville, AL
Grace Elizabeth Bethel - Memphis, TN
Keonna C. Betts - Meridian, MS
Haley Michelle Bishop - Germantown, TN
Melissa Faith Blanks - Valley, AL
Margaret L. Bowling - Jackson, AL

Victoria Claire Bridgewater - Alabaster, AL
Olivia Caroline Briscoe - Decatur, AL
Hannah Lee Browdy - Mountain Brook, AL
Rachel Lee Bruner - Montgomery, AL
Antonio Andrew Burtraw - Union, KY
Amanda Jean Cables - Ozark, AL
Kimberly M. Charnock - Northport, AL
Lauren Leigh Cherry - Mobile, AL
Nicole Lee Ping Chieng - Franklin, TN
Bailey E. Coleman - Nicholasville, KY
University Honors
Pauline Yvette Cook - Semmes, AL

Holly Emerson Cooper - Hamilton, AL
Melody Cox - Warrior, AL
Paula Brooke Creel - McCalla, AL
Andreas Deneice Croom - Tuscaloosa, AL
Dabness Jeneice Croom - Tuscaloosa, AL
Robert T. Cross, Jr. - Hartford, AL
Nicole Jean D’Amico - Birmingham, AL
Brandon Andrew Dare - Northport, AL
Wendy Denise Davis - Mobile, AL
Yinessa Nicole Davis-Capacit - Meridian, MS
Jamie Annette Denmark - Trinity, AL
Hollie Lane Dobbins - Albertville, AL
Margaret Anne Donnell - Birmingham, AL
School of Social Work
Vikki L. Vandiver, Dean
Laura Hopson, Marshal

summa cum laude
Jordan Elizabeth Ballard
Waverly Shea Jones
Molly Margaret Moran
Lindsay Marie Natzel
Jenna Lynn Parker
Shelby Caroline Smithson
Bailey Neile Wright

magna cum laude
Elie Zachary Allen
Haden Fowler Hallman
Alexis R. Henderson
Antoni Shonise Murrell
Kaylin Rose White

cum laude
Alexandria S. Cochran
Toni Katherine Colvin
Rachael H. Hartley
Mollie Nicole Moss
Luke T. Powell
Rachel Michelle Thompson

Bachelors of Social Work
Elie Zachary Allen - Carrollton, TX
University Honors
Jordan Elizabeth Ballard - Tuscaloosa, AL
Lakitha K. Bell - Ethelsville, AL
Heiomy Beltran-Negron - Tuscaloosa, AL
Hannah Rebekah Blisard - Tuscaloosa, AL
Mari Erica Boroff - Tuscaloosa, AL
Ashley Elizabeth Brown - Oakman, AL
Bria N. Burns - Vincent, AL
Micah Lee Cherubino - Tuscaloosa, AL
Sarah Katharyn Clowdus - Moody, AL
Alexandria S. Cochran - Calera, AL
Toni Katherine Colvin - Northport, AL
Michelle de la Guardia - Tuscaloosa, AL
Talaiya Annette Dorsey - Tuscaloosa, AL
Kelsea Lynn Engle - Alpharetta, GA
Olivia Kate Fletcher - Northport, AL
Jarnard S. Frazier - Savannah, GA
Cheryl L. Gordon - Bessemer, AL
Haden Fowler Hallman - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Rachael H. Hartley - Mobile, AL
University Honors
Alexis R. Henderson - Pleasant Grove, AL
Waverly Shea Jones - Tuscaloosa, AL
University Honors
Paxton Elisabeth Kelly - Birmingham, AL
Takeshia Lashay Knox - Gordo, AL
Gabriella R. Larussa - Birmingham, AL
Tersheria K. Malone - Thomasville, AL
Miya Zaquese Maxwell - Birmingham, AL
Robbie Sevier McCalley - Mountain Brook, AL
Britney Noelle Mclemore - Athens, AL
Cherokee Michelle Meeder - Tuscaloosa, AL
Anna Kathryn Mitchell - Tuscaloosa, AL
Molly Margaret Moran - Baton Rouge, LA
University Honors
Audra Warren Morrison - Greensboro, AL
Mollie Nicole Moss - Mobile, AL
Glenna M. Murphy - Tuscaloosa, AL
Antoni Shonise Murrell - Orange Park, FL
Lindsay Marie Natzel - Tuscaloosa, AL
Jenna Lynn Parker - Lisle, IL
Lesley Madison Pearson - Birmingham, AL
Mary Parker Phillips - Hoover, AL
Luke T. Powell - Deatsville, AL
Sharquenta T. Richardson - York, AL
Chiquita LaChelle Richey - Tuscaloosa, AL
Christine Elizabeth Scolaro - Northbrook, IL
Sarah Elisabeth Segall - Savannah, GA
Shelby Caroline Smithson - Mobile, AL
Rachel Michelle Thompson - Madison, AL
University Honors
Amber Marie Tucker - Montevallo, AL
Amber Underwood - Alabaster, AL
Kaylin Rose White - Springville, AL
Bailey Neile Wright - Hamilton, AL
United States Air Force and Army Commissions

R.O.T.C. COMMISSIONS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Lieutenant Colonel Lesia Coleman-Linzy,
Commander and Professor of Air Studies

Kaylie Mae Welch

R.O.T.C. COMMISSIONS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY

Lieutenant Colonel Johnathan L. Goode,
Professor of Military Science

Johnathan R. Burpo
Michael A. Cofield
Bailey E. Coleman
Bradley Roy Hollihan
Grant Alexander Kutz
Meghan Shea McCrann
Brian James Schoonover
Alma Mater

Alabama, listen mother
To our vows of love,
To thyself and to each other,
Faithful friends we'll prove.

Chorus
Faithful, loyal firm and true
Heart bound to heart will beat.
Year by year, the ages through
Until in heaven we meet.

College days are swiftly fleeting.
Soon we'll leave thy halls
Ne'er to join another meeting
'Neath thy hallowed walls.

Chorus

So, farewell, dear Alma Mater
May thy name, we pray,
Be reverenced ever, pure and stainless
As it is today.